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Hello, everyone. I’m KIM Sae-hoon, the new Chairman of the 
Korean Film Council (KOFIC). I’m very happy to be introducing the 
Korean films that were invited to the 65th Berlin International Film 
Festival. First of all, Korean film industry legend and internationally 
recognized auteur IM Kwon-taek’s 102nd film Revivre was invited 
to the very first Critics’ Week section, continuing the positive 
criticism it has received thus far. 
HWANG Yun, who has consistently made documentaries that deal 
with nature and environment, is invited to the Culinary Cinema 
portion with An Omnivorous Family’s Dilemma. Short film 
Hosanna by NA Young-kil was selected for the international short 
film competition, representing fresh films from young directors. 
KIM Dae-hwan’s End of Winter, which won the New Currents 
Award at the 19th Busan International Film Festival, has been 
programmed for the Forum Section to meet audiences in Berlin. 
Last but not least, JK YOUN’s Ode to My Father, which has seen 
great popularity at the domestic box office by bringing in over ten 
million admissions, will be screening in the Panorama section. This 
film which looks at the lives of fathers in contemporary Korea is a 
culturally specific film, but because it deals with paternal and family 
love, I’m excited to see what the global response will be like. I look 
forward for the Korean films to be able to express sincerity and find 
relativity with all attendees at the Berlin International Film Festival.
The Korean film industry continued to receive much attention in 2014 
and reached over a hundred million admissions, three years in a row. 
KOFIC has put a lot of effort into the development of Korean cinema 

and globalization of our films. We were able to shake hands with the 
Chinese film industry which has been growing to become the largest 
industry in the world, while also expanding markets and promoting 
Korean films to South America and the Middle East. The interest in 
Korean films and culture is at its highest with the Hallyu wave, and it is 
the best time to globalize Korean films. The platforms in which films 
could be enjoyed have become more diverse than ever, and a system 
to work together over borders has given more creative freedom to 
filmmakers. The digitalization of films is also in fast progress. 
We at KOFIC hope to keep up with the fast changing film world and 
assist the expansion of the Korean film industry. In order to actively 
move with the global market changes, the best way is to look outside of 
the frame. It is a good time to change courses in our ways of thinking.
Following the agreement made between Korea and China in 2014, 
we are planning to put in our best efforts in order to successfully 
co-produce a global project as partners. Last year, the Korean 
animation The Nut Job had a successful performance in North 
America, and was also received well earlier this year in China. It 
is soon to be released in Japan. It was because animations are not 
bound by barriers such as languages and culture, and I believe this 
positive characteristic of animations could be applied to future 
Korean films.
The reason why Korean films have exponentially grown is because 
of the sincerity and passion behind their creators. KOFIC will 
work towards becoming the best partner in bridging the passion of 
Korean films to the world market. 

LETTER

Korean Films are Going Global
THe Time is NoW

Chairman of the Korean Film Council
Kim sae-hoon,
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December 2014 saw the establishment of the 
Writers Agency of Finecut (WAF), an agency 
for screenwriters, founded by the global Korean 
film distributor Finecut. WAF is Korea’s first 
screenplay-specialized agency. It nurtures many 
talented active screenwriters including KWON 
Sung-hwi who wrote the scripts for As One 
(2011) and The Deal, KIM Soo-kyoung who 
scripted Go Go 70s (2008) and Big Match, and 
KIM Jae-hwan who penned the screenplay for 
Boomerang Family (2013). WAF is planning to 
increase the number of its screenwriters in the 
upcoming years. 
“We thought that a professional agency was 
urgently needed to systematically support 
Korean writers in the global film market,” 
Finecut said. In fact, Korean screenwriters’ 
working conditions and treatment are worse 
than what is widely believed. The vertical 

integration of investment, distribution and 
screening by conglomerates empowers 
investment companies to draw up film plans 
and to take the lead in film development. 
Screenwriters merely became subcontractors 
for large companies. This environment 
left little room for screenwriters to unfold 
their creativity. Changes in planning and 
development stages undermined their 
creating environments, spurring talented 
screenwriters to leave for the TV industry and 
other companies in the same field.      
According to the Korean Film Council 
(KOFIC), the number of contracts signed 
with screenwriters for commercial screenplays 
steadily decreased from 927 in 2007, to 840 in 
2008, then 648 in 2009. It slightly rebounded to 
804 but dropped to 768 in 2011. In this regard, 
the drop in number correlates to less work for 

screenwriters, threatening their livelihood. 
The establishment of WAF is a reflection of the 
growth and advancement of the Korean film 
industry. In general, the growth of an industry 
accompanies the division of its functions. It 
is clearly an encouraging sign that companies 
with various interests and purposes is on the 
rise. “The establishment of WAF is to create a 
new window for screenwriters in the Korean 
film industry,” Finecut’s SUH Youngjoo said. 
“Korean cinema will be able to realize another 
type of industrialization now that a system is 
built for screenwriters’ systematic activities and 
a channel opened for their entry into overseas 
markets,” SUH added with a positive outlook 
on the agency. Now much attention is to be 
paid to whether or not the establishment of the 
agency for screenwriters will be able to give a 
fresh stimulus to Korean cinema. by JI Yong-jin 

NEWS

Suh Youngjoo, CEO of WAF 

The Potential 
of Agencies 
Specialized for 
Screenwriters

Will It be Adopted Internationally?
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JUNG Woo-sung Gears 
Up for Period epic
Weta Digital on Board for Visual 
effects

JUNG Woo-sung of Cold Eyes (2013) and 

Scarlet Innocence has signed up for a period 

epic, Jak-seo-ui Byeon: attack of the Water 

Monster (working title), according to its 

production company Taewon Entertainment 

on January 16th. JUNG is said to have admitted 

himself to an action school to gear up for his 

role as a loyal subject to the king.

Based on historical background with a hint 

of fictional elements, the story takes place 

during year 22 of King Jungjong’s reign. The 

King is threatened by opposing powers to 

overthrow him from the throne. at the same 

time, a water monster appears at the palace, 

and the king has no choice but to relocate 

himself for safety. The hero of the film, yooN 

Gyeom played by JUNG, is a loyal subject who 

protects the king from the opposing party, 

while he digs for the secret behind the water 

monster.

The visual effects will be done by Weta digital 

from New Zealand, whose filmography 

includes The Hobbit: The desolation of Smaug 

(2013), dawn of the Planet of the apes, avatar 

(2009), Lord of the Rings (2003), as well as 

domestic film The Host (2006).

directed by SHIN Jung-won of To Catch a 

Virgin Ghost (2004) and Chaw (2008), the film 

is set to start shooting in February. by June Kim

THe NUT JoB Takes 4th 
Place at the Chinese Box 
office
Korean Animation off to a Good start 

Korea-USa-Canada co-production animation 

The Nut Job was released in China on december 

26th and took the fourth spot at the box office 

during its first week. out of the international 

titles currently in theaters, it was the top selling 

film. during its first weekend alone, it gathered 

USd 2.53 million. according to Chinese box 

office reports on January 3rd, the 9th day 

after its release, ticket sales reached USd 4.9 

million. This is a better result than Roaring 

Currents, which opened two weeks prior to The 

Nut Job and collected USd 4.25 million, and 

also the Korean animation Pororo: The Racing 

adventure (2013), which earned USd 1.11 million. 

The Korean films that have been released in 

the mainland in the last three years include Mr. 

Go (USd 18.14 million), Snowpiercer (USd 11.98 

million) and Late autumn (USd 10.49 million), 

with The Nut Job following in 4th place.

In the film, a troublemaking squirrel named 

Surly goes on a mission to raid a nut store to 

steal peanuts with his friends. It is a family 

adventure animation which was shown on 

3,472 screens in North america last year, 

where the film reached 2nd place on the daily 

chart several times during its first three weeks. 

The film earned USd 64.3 million, marking the 

best performance for a Korean film in the USa 

to date. It was exported to 140 other countries 

including Canada. Last year, the film brought 

in USd 130 million through theatrical runs 

and ancillary market sales. The production 

company behind the 

animation, Redrover 

Co., Ltd believes the 

performance of The 

Nut Job will act as a 

positive influence to 

their next film, Spark.

 by YooN ina 

Taiwan’s Cai Chang 
international looks to 
Korea
sCARleT iNNoCeNCe, THe CoN 
ARTisTs and sloW ViDeo to be 
Released 

Taiwan’s distribution company Cai Chang 

International Multimedia has been active 

acquiring Korean films. Most recently, the 

company released Scarlet Innocence, starring 

JUNG Woo-sung and E Som, which is about 

an obsessive and destructive love based on a 

traditional folk story. The film was released 

in Taiwanese theaters on January 9th. While 

the box office performance of the film has 

not yet been released on Rentrak, the film is 

also preparing for its scheduled released in 

Japan next month. 

In addition to Scarlet Innocence, Cai Chang 

International Multimedia is planning to 

release two more Korean films in the next 

few months. The Con artists, which was 

released domestically in Korea on Christmas 

Eve, will be released in Taiwan on January 

23rd. The film stars heartthrob KIM Woo-

bin, young and rising star LEE Hyun-woo 

and character actor Go Chang-seok. Then 

in March, the CHa Tae-hyun and oH dal-

su drama Slow Video will be released in 

theatres. Slow Video was produced by 20th 

Century Fox Korea and was released in Korea 

in october of last year.

Cai Chang International Multimedia has also 

acquired Mod and Vod rights for obsessed 

and My Brilliant Life. by June Kim
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The year 2014 saw four films reach the ten 
million admission milestones in Korea. 
Among them, Roaring Currents ran fastest to 
the milestone, becoming Korea’s new all-time 
top-grossing film. Some foreign films enjoyed 
strong popularity in Korea although they 
failed to do so overseas. Interstellar and Begin 
Again’s box office performances in Korea 
were exceptional in comparison to their box-
office scores in other countries. In addition, 
an unexpected independent documentary, My 
Love, Don’t Cross that River, made headlines 
for its performance.        

Four Box office Hit Films and strong 

Performances by Foreign Films  

The global economic crisis impeded the 
growth of the Korean film industry. But in 
2010, Korean cinema began to rebound. The 
trend continued in 2014. First of all, ticket sales 
swelled to USD 1.66 billion in 2014 from USD 
1.55 billion in 2013. Ticket sales surpassed 
USD 1 billion in 2009 for the first time in 

Korea. Since then, they have grown rapidly -- 
6.8% in 2010, 6.8% in 2011, 17.7% in 2012 and 
6.6% in 2013. In 2014, they continued to grow. 
Among them, Korean film ticket sales stood 
at USD 820.6 million, accounting for 49.3%. 
Its share of 49.3% was down 9.4% from 58.7% 
in 2013. This means that the overall film ticket 
sales expanded but the proportion of Korean 
films dropped. In 2004, Korean film ticket sales 
slid by USD 89.3 million from 909.9 million 
in 2013. Admissions to Korean film added up 
to 107.7 million, recording a share of 50.1%. 
They also dropped by 19.95 million from 2013. 
On the other hand, admissions to foreign films 
crossed 100 million for the first time to reach 
107.36 million. Foreign films’ share rose over 
20% in the ancillary market. It is forecast that 
in 2015, their ticket sales will continue to grow 
and surpass USD 300 million for the first time. 
There were a total of 1,117 films (232 Korean 
films and 885 foreign films) that reached 
screens in 2014, reaching a four digit figure for 
the first time.  

Since The Thieves (2012), at least one or two 
films have reached the ten million audience 
milestone annually. In 2014, four films made it 
to many peoples, surprise. The Attorney, released 
in December 2013, surpassed ten million 
viewers by 2014. Frozen, Roaring Currents and 
Interstellar followed suit. Ode to My Father 
premiered in December 2014 and attracted 
over ten million viewers in January 2015. It 
is expected that industrial growth and the 
expansion of distribution and screens will lead 
to an increase in mega hit films. At the moment, 
Korean cinema is powered by megahits which 
attract over ten million viewers.

Unexpectedly Huge success of Roaring 

Currents and interstellar 

Roaring Currents, released in the summer of 
2014, surpassed ten million admissions in 12 
days, and passed the 15 million milestone, 
which was deemed impossible, and arrived at 
the final number 17,611,849, carrying away the 
garland of becoming the top grossing film of 

box officE

The Pirates

Trends and
Review of 2014 

Box office

KoREaN 
Box oFFICE REPoRT
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all time in Korean cinema. This unbelievable 
success of the action and spectacle war film 
about Korea’s most popular and respected 
historical figure Admiral YI Sun-shin is 
attributable to the fact that the film offered 
viewers what they wanted most, a spectacle 
that let them escape from a sense of loss in 
reality. This was not a simple box office record 
but a social event. 

In addition, Interstellar was the most popular 
and talked-about foreign film in Korea in 
2014. The sci-fi film held the 15th position in 
the North American box office standings with 
a modest USD 183.46 million in ticket sales. 
But the film became a huge hit in Korea by 
drawing over ten million viewers. Worldwide, 
Korea became the third most successful market 
for Interstellar after the U.S. and China. Its 
most critical success factor was the fact that 
scientific elements in the film traveled fast and 
actively via journals, the internet and social 
media, bringing about huge positive marketing 

effects for the film. The film was appealing to 
audiences with its edutainment function which 
stressed its scientific aspect. The strong word of 
mouth suggested audiences to watch the film 
in IMAX for the full experience, resulting in 
high occupancy rates of at least 90% in IMAX 
screens. A role in the film’s success was also 
played by Korean fans’ trust in its director 
Christopher Nolan.

Preference for Franchise and super Hero 

Films 

Korean filmgoers continued to prefer 
Hollywood superhero films and franchise 
movies. The Korean film market positively 
received super hero films such as X-Men: 
Days of Future Past, The Amazing Spider-Man 
2 and Captain America: The Winter Soldier 
and franchise films such as Transformers: Age 
of Extinction, Dawn of the Planet of the Apes, 
How To Train Your Dragon 2, The Hobbit: 
The Battle of the Five Armies and 300: Rise of 
an Empire. This went the same for the North 

American market. On the other hand, Edge 
of Tomorrow, Into the Storm, Noah, Exodus: 
Gods and Kings, Pompeii and Dracula Untold 
enjoyed strong responses solely in the Korean 
market. This phenomenon is an indication 
of Korean viewers’ steady preference for 
Hollywood’s spectacle films.

Growth of Diversity Films and Artbusters

Diversity films also won popularity in 2014. 
The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) assigns the 
title of ‘diversity film’ to works after reviewing 
their quality and artistic value at the request 
of the film’s distributor or producer. Diversity 
films are usually distributed via small-
scale distribution networks. But sometimes, 
viewers’ positive responses put them on major 
distribution networks. Such rare cases took 
place many times in 2014. An example is 
the Korean independent documentary My 
Love, Don't Cross that River. This film topped 
Korea’s all-time box-office chart of diversity 
films by drawing 4.5 million veiwers. The 

Title Release Country Gross in KRW Admission

1 Roaring Currents 2014-07-30 Korea 135,721,087,910 17,611,849 

2 Frozen 2014-01-16 USA 82,461,504,400 10,296,101 

3 Interstellar 2014-11-06 USA 80,671,622,300 10,105,274

4 The Pirates 2014-08-06 Korea 66,364,656,706 8,665,652 

5 Miss Granny 2014-01-22 Korea 62,696,751,249 8,656,417

6 Ode to My Father 2014-12-17 Korea 41,089,769,596 5,345,726 

7 Transformers: Age of Extinction 2014-06-25 USA 44,013,109,845 5,295,929 

8 KUNDO: Age of the Rampant 2014-07-23 Korea 36,984,686,999 4,774,715

9 Edge of Tomorrow 2014-06-04 USA 38,717,412,201 4,697,110 

10 X-Men: Days of Future Past 2014-05-22 USA 34,651,695,766 4,313,446   

11 The Amazing Spider-Man 2 2014-04-23 USA 34,844,174,800 4,164,946 

12 Tazza – The Hidden Card 2014-09-03 Korea 32,373,137,927 4,015,364 

13 Dawn of the Planet of the Apes 2014-07-10 USA 31,513,748,095 4,002,539

14 Captain America: The Winter Soldier 2014-03-26 USA 31,707,872,385 3,962,812  

15 My Love, Don’t Cross that River 2014-11-27 Korea 29,846,166,179 3,846,428

16 The Target 2014-04-30 Korea 22,256,639,300 2,841,824  

17 The Divine Move 2014-07-03 Korea 28,810,639,456 3,566,316 

18 A Hard Day 2014-05-29 Korea 26,995,930,900 3,448,583 

19 Begin Again 2014-08-13 USA 27,098,854,504 3,427,526

20 How to Train your Dragon 2 2014-07-23 USA 23,980,196,189 3,000,100

TOP 20 Box Office Hits 2014

Roaring Currents

My Love, don’t Cross that River
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film is currently still showing in theaters. 
Among foreign diversity films, Begin Again 
performed much better in Korea (USD 25.87 
million) than in the North American market 
(USD 16.11 million), attracting 2.7 million 
spectators, while The Grand Budapest Hotel 
and Her inked higher scores than expected. 
European films such as The 100 Year Old 
Man Who Climbed out the Window and 
Disappeared (Sweden), Attila Marcel (France) 
and Hector and the Search for Happiness 
(the U.K, Germany and others) became box-
office hits, taking initiative in this new box-
office trend. This trend created a new term 
called ‘artbusters’. On the other side, few 
Korean independent films earned popularity 
except for My Love, Don’t Cross that River.  
Han Gong-ju and A Girl at My Door received 
attention from critics but failed to record high 
box-office scores. This exemplifies a structural 
weakness of Korean cinema devoid of a 
middle zone between mainstream commercial 
films and low-budget films.

A Genre imbalance   

A list of Korean hit films shows that they 
are largely divided into two genres. One is 
period films, which is now a blockbuster 
genre that costs the largest amount of capital 
and earns the biggest profits in Korea. A 
total of six Korean period films premiered in 
2014. Among them, four made the ten most 
commercially successful Korean films list. The 
other is ‘men’s films.’ They are crime, action 
and thriller films, dramas or melodramas that 
focus on male lead characters. Masculinity is 
embodied in Tazza: The Hidden Card, The 
Divine Move, A Hard Day, The Target, Man 
in Love, The Con Artists and Haemoo in the 
Korean film market. Among romantic films 
and comedies, Miss Granny and My Love, 
My Bride recorded meaningful performances. 
This imbalance in terms of genres continues 
in the Korean film industry today.   
by Kim Hyung-seok(film critic)

Rank Distributor # of Films Domestic Profit Domestic Market Share

1 CJ Entertainment 31 408,252,223,283 24.6%

2 Lotte Entertainment 31.5 197,780,811,647.50 11.9%

3 Sony Pictures Releasing of Korea Inc. 16 193,006,790,913 11.6%

4 Warner Bros. Korea 12 187,261,698,550 11.3%

5 Twentieth Century Fox Korea 14 149,541,604,840 9.0%

6 Showbox/Mediaplex Inc. 9.5 124,512,822,180 7.5%

7 NEW 16 120,288,359,444 7.3%

8 Universal Pictures International Korea 17 42,374,005,731 2.6%

9 CGV MovieCOLLAGE 15.5 30,498,649,205.50 1.8%

10 PANCINEMA 11.5 30,513,685,204 1.8%

Sales, Distribution Profit and Market Share

Screened Films per Country 

USA Direct Imports44

258

75

221

217

70

Korea

Total 1,117

232

USA Imports

China

Europe

Japan

Other

Begin again
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INFOGRAPHIC 

The Race for 10 million 
Admissions 
after ode to My Father crossed the ten million admissions point in January of this year, there are now eleven domestic films that have 
reached the milestone. This number carries great importance in the Korean film industry as it represents 20% of the nation’s population. By 
being identified as a ten million admissions film, it proves that the film was a great hit. Beginning with Silmido in 2003 which set the first 
record, there has been at least one film per year since 2012 that reached the ten million admissions benchmark. In 2014, Roaring Currents 
surprised many with an outstanding 17 million in ticket sales. In the ten million group, Hollywood films such as avatar (2009), Frozen and 
Interstellar are also included to bring the total to 14 titles. Let’s take a look at the blockbuster films that have run the race and reached the 
ten million point (data based on Korean Film Council’s Integrated Ticket Sales Network as of January 26th, 2015). by Kim Hyun-soo

Roaring Currents (2014)
17,613,702

The Thieves (2012)
12,983,341

Medal Miracle in Cell No.7 (2013) 
12,811,213

Director KIM Han-min | Cast CHOI Min-sik, RYU Seung-ryong | Based on a true story of 
Admiral YI Sun-shin who fought and won a battle on sea with 12 boats against 300. 

Director CHOI Dong-hoon | Cast 
KIM Yun-seok, Gianna JUN (JUN 
Ji-hyun) | Korea’s best of the best 
gather to form a team to steal 
Hong Kong’s most expensive jewel 
in a heist action film. 

Director LEE Hwan-kyung | Cast 
RYU Seung-ryong, GAL So-won | 
A father with the mental age of a 
six-year-old has been framed for 
murder, while he tries his best to 
take care of his young daughter.

Gold Medal Silver Medal Bronze Medal 

Masquerade (2012) 
12,323,408
Director CHOO Chang-min | Cast LEE Byung-hun , RYU 
Seung-ryong | A period film about King Gwanghae who 
was threatened to be overthrown and disappears, and 
a jester with similar features who fills in as the king.

4th Place 5th Place Ode to My Father (2014)
12,323,408 (In theaters)
Director JK YOUN | Cast HWANG Jung-min , KIM 
Yun-jin | Following the modern Korean history 
through the life of the protagonist, a father gives 
up his life to support his family.

6th Place TaeGukGi: Brotherhood Of War (2004)  
11,746,135
Director KANG Je-kyu | Cast JANG Dong-gun, 
WON Bin | A tragic war film set during the Korean 
War, two brothers who love each other are forced 
to point their guns at each other. 

7th Place The Attorney (2013)  
11,375,954 
Director YANG Woo-suk | Cast SONG Kang-ho, KIM 
Young-ae | An attorney who only thought about 
money runs into a case that opens his eyes to 
justice and changes his life.

8th Place Haeundae (2009) 
11,324,433
Director JK YOUN | Cast SUL Kyung-gu, HA Ji-won 
| A disaster movie set in Korea’s tourist attraction 
Haeundae beach, which is faced with a tsunami 
that brings unexpected changes to people’s lives.

9th Place Silmido (2003)  
11,081,000
Director KANG Woo-suk | Cast SUL Kyung-gu, AHN 
Sung-ki | A truth that was hidden away for 32 
years in Silmido, a remote island, is revealed to the 
army training for combat. 

10th Place The Host (2006)  
10,917,221
Director BONG Joon-ho | Cast SONG Kang-ho, KO 
Asung | An SF drama where a monster appears at 
the Han River, and a father puts up a fight for the 
return of his kidnapped daughter. 

11th Place King and the Clown (2005)   
10,513,715
Director LEE Joon-ik | Cast KARM Woo-sung, LEE 
Jun-ki | A political period film where Korea’s best 
clowns are invited to the palace to perform their 
biggest play. 

Admissions 

Roaring Currents
12 days

The Host 
21 days

The Thieves 
22 days 

Gold Medal Silver Medal Bronze Medal 
Ode to My Father  
28 days4th Place

Haeundae and The Attorney 
33 days6th Place

TaeGukGi: Brotherhood of War 
39 days9th Place

Silmido 
58 days11th Place

Miracle in Cell No.7 
32 days5th Place

Masquerade 
38 days8th Place

King and the Clown  
45 days10th Place

Days Taken to Reach 10 Million Admissions (After release date)

TaeGukGi: Brotherhood Of War 
11.31%

Silmido 
9.64%

King and the Clown 
8.33%

Gold Medal Silver Medal Bronze Medal 
The Attorney  
7.72%4th Place

The Thieves 
6.91%6th Place

Masquerade 
6.62%8th Place

Haeundae 
6.32%10th Place Roaring Currents 

5.41%11th Place

Ode to My Father 
7.14%5th Place

Miracle in Cell No.7 
6.70%7th Place

The Host   
6.52%9th Place

Re-screening Rate

Re-screening rate refers to the number of times an individual has watched the same film. If the percentage is high, it means that the individual was satisfied and watched it again, or 

that they suggested the film to others.
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KoFiC Welcomes New 
Chairman Kim sae-hoon
Kim Jong-kook, sHiN Bo-kyeong 
and PARK Jae-woo Also Appointed 
as Council members   

On December 31st 2014, KIM 
Sae-hoon was appointed as the 
new chairman of the Korean Film 
Council (KOFIC). KIM Jong-deok, 
the Minister of Culture, Sports & 
Tourism, appointed KIM Sae-hoon, 
an animation professor from Sejong 
University.
 Chairman KIM Sae-hoon will serve a 

three-year term at KOFIC, from December 31st of 2014 until December 30th 
of 2017. KIM was born in 1964, and after finishing his undergraduate studies 
at Hongik University in Industrial Design, followed by a masters at UCLA’s 
Film & TV Animation department and a PhD at ChungAng University, he 
was appointed as the president of the Moving Image Technology Association 
of Korea, served as a KOFIC committee member, and worked as the president 
of The Animation Society of Korea. Not only that, with his history in main 
title design for Ruler of Your Own World (2002), The Blue in You (1992), as 
well as directing and producing a number of short animations, his hands-on 
experience will be highly relative when it comes to developing on-set policies.
Particularly due to his background and research in animation, games and 
video technology, Chairman KIM Sae-hoon is expected to contribute 
significantly to the development of the creative industries and is a welcome 
addition to KOFIC which strives to develop and improve the Korean film 
industry. 
As for the new council members, three individuals were appointed. KIM 
Jong-kook is an alumnus of Dongguk University’s PhD program in Theatre 
and Film, who went on to produce the films Casablanca (2006) and Obbah: 
a Girl’s Elder Brother (2007). SHIN Bo-kyeong was one of the earliest Art 
Directors in Korea, working on Out to the World (1994), The Contact (1997) 
and Art Museum by the Zoo (1998) as well as working on production design 
for TaeGukGi: Brotherhood of War (2004). The third member is PARK Jae-
woo who has produced a variety of domestic and international animation and 
audiovisual works. The three new members will be serving the committee for 
two years, until December 30th of 2016.
The Ministry of Culture, Sports & Tourism stated that due to the newly 
appointed members and chairman being “professionals and experienced on-
site,” they will be able to “implement improvements to working conditions, 
build a fair environment for the industry, increase competitiveness of 
domestic family films, boost the export of domestic films, and improve 
cinema quality” for the development of the Korean film industry. by JUNG You-mi

special evening 
of Korean 
Cinema at 
Berlinale
Korean Film Night 
exhibition to be 
Held at the Korean 
Cultural Center in 
Berlin   

A special event 
will be held to 
promote Korean 

films in Berlin during the 65th Berlin International Film 
Festival, which is running from February 5th to the 
15th. The Korean Film Council (Chairman KIM Sae-
hoon) will host the Korean Film Night reception at the 
Korean Cultural Center in Berlin beginning at 8 pm on 
February 9th to introduce Korean films to filmmakers 
and actors from around the world. The event will invite 
those involved with the Festival, foreign buyers, other 
international film festivals and markets, the media and 
Korean filmmakers and actors who are participating in 
this year’s Berlin International Film Festival. 
Every year, the Korean Film Night has been successfully 
held with the participation of major guests from the 
festival and those from other international film festivals. 
The event serves as a popular venue for meetings between 
Korean and foreign filmmakers and actors as well, while 
providing an opportunity to enjoy Korean food and learn 
about Korean culture. This year, Korean Film Night will 
offer Korean foods and “Makgeolli” (Korean rice wine) 
in order to promote not only Korean films but Korean 
culture as well.   
On top of that, visitors to the event will be able to see 
posters of Korean films and photographs of the directors 
that have been invited to Berlinale in the past. The 
exhibition will be held at the Korean Cultural Center in 
Berlin throughout the festival dates. The Korean Film 
Council will run a ‘Korean Cinema Room’ on the second 
floor of the center from 10 am to 6 pm from February 5th 
to 13th. The Korean Cinema Room is designed to offer 
meeting spaces to Korean filmmakers during the festival 
and EFM, and will be equipped with DVD screening 
rooms and beverages, bringing more convenience to film 
industry professionals.  by lee Ji-Hye

 kofic NEWS
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Kukje Market, one of the main 
backgrounds of ode to My Father, 
is an old traditional market in 
Shinchang-dong of Busan. When 
the Japanese departed Korea on 
the heels of Korea’s liberation, the 
market took shape there. It soon 
expanded and was known for its 
large amounts of U.S. military 
supplies after the breakout of the 
Korean Conflict and goods smuggled 
via Busan Port. Even today, the 
market is bustling with people 
and business. The story of ode to 
My Father unfolds mainly in and 
around the market. director yoUN 
who enjoyed big success through 
Haeundae (2009), shed a new light 
on Busan with warmth.   
Its story unfolds with duk-soo who 
has gone through the turbulent 
modern history of Korea since the 
Korean War in the 1950s. duk-
soo was a young man with many 

dreams, but he never lived for his 
own interest. He struggles for 
his family during his entire life, 
withstanding the pain of his era. He 
settles in Busan as the head of his 
family after losing his father and 
younger sister while fleeing his town 
during the Korean War. as he grows 
up, the times are tough. duk-soo 
drudges away at work to support 
his mother and two siblings, but it 
wasn't enough. When he gets older, 
duk-soo decides to fly into Germany 
as a miner and meets his wife-to-
be, working as a nurse. However, 
his stable and happy life is short-
lived. The Vietnam War breaks out 
and duk-soo voluntarily goes to 
the war site for a new job and gets 
amputated. Even after returning 
from the war, he is drawn into the 
vortex of Korea’s tempestuous 
modern history. one day, a campaign 
program for the reunion of dispersed 

family members allows duk-soo to 
reunite with his younger sister who 
he lost during the evacuation. duk-
soo expresses his regret and sadness 
through tears.        
ode to My Father is commonly 
called Korea’s Forrest Gump(1994). 
This is because duk-soo, the 
hero of ode to My Father directly 
embraces the modern history of 
Korea just like Forrest Gump. ode 
to My Father inked three million 
admissions within ten days since its 
release and it recently passed the 
ten million admissions milestone. 
Cross-generation sympathy played 
a key role in the film’s remarkable 
success. The first Korean megahit of 
2015 reminded the middle-aged and 
the elderly of their past and drew 
nostalgia. The modern history of 
Korea and experiences of the older 
generation came across as dramatic 
and fresh to the younger generation.

ode to my Father
panorama
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How did you come to work on Ode to My 
Father? 
I had my first child in 2004. The milestone 
made me think of my father who had passed 
away. I never had a chance to say thank you, 
and dreamt to make a film about fatherhood 
for him. However, in order to express the 
times set in the film, we needed at least USD 
10 million. At the time, I was a failed director 
due to the weak box office performance of 
Crazy Assassins (2003). Who would invest in 
such a director? However, after the box office 
hit Haeundae in 2009, I was able to start 
working on Ode to My Father.
 
HWANG Jung-min plays Duk-soo from 
his 20s to his senior years. Why did you 
choose HWANG for the role? 
I needed an actor with a wide spectrum, 
who would be able to cover the character 
from his 20s to his 70s. There are many 
actors who would be able to cover the 30s 
to later years, but I could only think of 
HWANG Jung-min for Duk-soo in Ode to 
My Father. Also, I thought his personality 
was very close to my father and me. We’re 
direct, but we have good intentions.

KIM Yun-jin, who has her feet in 
Hollywood, took on a feminine role in Ode 
to My Father, which was quite a surprise.
Many people think that KIM suits a 
powerful character, but in reality, she is very 
feminine. There were several scenes when 
authenticity was crucial, especially the scene 
where she cries her heart out, trying to save 
her loved one. I couldn’t think of anyone 
else but KIM. Also, I was interested in 

showing a different side of her that people 
were not aware of. Has anyone seen her 
romantic comedy? It is a newly found KIM 
Yun-jin in Ode to My Father.

The Korean title for the film is Kukje 
Market (International Market), located in 
Busan. Is there a reason why you chose it 
as your setting?
I was thinking about what location would be 
most suitable to show the historical changes 
in Korea during our parents’ generation and 
landed on Kukje Market. We went around 
the city of Busan a few times and then built 
a set in the town of Gi-jang. To create the 
massive market, the production design 
team had to work on the set for two to three 
months. Although we fell in love with the 
set, we couldn’t keep it for very long. So on 
the last day of the shoot, we used it in the 
explosion scene. Watching the set burn down 
really made us sad.

You filmed in Busan, Seoul, Thailand and 
even the Czech Republic, while bringing 
in a special make-up team from Sweden. 
What was the most memorable shoot for 
you?
The old coal mine in Czech Republic, 
which was shot as the German coal mine, 
actually had real coals. It was the perfect 
place for the shoot. We were able to utilize 
actual machinery that was used in that time, 
creating a realistic atmosphere. The actors 
really gave their all for these tough scenes, 
so it was most memorable to me. Not 
only that, many Czech staff members and 
supporting actors praised KIM Yun-jin’s 

performance. She has never studied German 
before, but her German skills were quite 
impressive. She practiced day and night to 
perfect her pronunciation and accents and 
the results were phenomenal.

What did you want to accomplish through 
Ode to My Father?
Many people recognize me as a comedy 
director, but I wanted to prove that I can 
make well-made commercial films. I really 
wanted to make a good film. 

I think you’ve proved yourself through 
the Berlin International Film Festival’s 
invitation.
It’s definitely an accomplishment. One of the 
Berlin programmers had commented that Ode 
to My Father is a well-made human drama in 
front of the backdrop of Korean contemporary 
history. But the comment about “emotionally-
charged” made me the most ecstatic. I’m very 
curious to find out what the international 
audiences will think of this film. It has a very 
strong Korean color to it, but with the global 
relevance to family, love and fatherhood; I 
think it’ll be relatable to everyone. I can’t wait 
to see their reactions. by Kim Hyun-soo

JK YoUN 
“i dreamt to make a film about fatherhood”iN
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end of Winter
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End of Winter by director KIM dae-hwan is about a family on the brink of collapse in the 
town of Cheorwon. all of the family members gather together in Cheorwon to take part in 
a retirement ceremony for the father, who has worked as a teacher for his entire adult life. 
at a family dinner, the father suddenly announces that he will divorce his wife, after many 
years of marriage. To make matters worse, heavy snow hits the remote town, stranding 
the family. So they are forced to spend three days together in the father’s small residency. 
Throughout this time, understandings and misunderstandings take place repeatedly among 
them. The film asks the audience what the meaning of a family’s relationship is, what do 
families mean in modern society, and where does a person stand as a member of his or her 
family.
a jury unanimously chose End of Winter as the winner of one of the New Currents awards at 
the 19th Busan International Film Festival. They praised the film for its expertly-told story, for 
presenting Cheorwon which is not far away from the dMZ as a memorable cinematic space, and 
for the strong performances of the ensemble cast.  “End of Winter is an excellent interpreter 
of human feelings which can be easily understood by anyone,” said asghar FaRHadI, a great 
Iranian director and the chairman of the New Currents jury. “Without any differences among the 
jurors’ opinions, we named the film the winner of the prize with one voice.”

ForUm
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After winning the New Currents Prize 
at the 19th Busan International Film 
Festival, End of Winter will travel to 
Berlin.  How do you feel about this? 
I feel very good. To tell you the truth, I still 
cannot believe it.  

Could you introduce your film to the  
audiences in Berlin? What do they need to 
focus on? 
End of Winter is about ordinary people. In 
the film, an ordinary family spends three 
days together without major incidents. 
The reason for telling such a story is that I 
wanted to make a realistic story into a film. 
I would like viewers to enjoy this film, while 
reflecting on how they come across to their 
family members.

The film is set against the backdrop of 
Cheorwon. Why did you choose this setting? 
In Korea, the town is usually reminiscent 

of cold weather and military bases. Because 
Cheorwon is a rural area, it is normally 
quiet and calm.  On top of that, the DMZ  is 
nearby which creates some invisible tension. 
Such qualities are similar to the relationships 
among the family members. These points 
led me to choose Cheorwon as the film’s 
background.

Good reviews of your debut work 
can go both ways. It could become an 
encouragement and also a burden.  As a 
director, how did you feel, watching how 
your debut work was received?  
To be honest with you, it is a marvel that 
End of Winter has received such good 
responses. In fact, no film festivals invited my 
short films, which depressed me. So, I was 
surprised to hear that my first feature film 
was invited to a film festival or won a prize. 
Such surprises also place burdens on me. But 
the burdens cannot overwhelm the surprises.  

Would you tell us about your future 
plans? 
I am preparing my next work. I would 
like to make a film set in Chuncheon, 
my hometown.  I want to capture the 
appearances of families in the images of 
Chuncheon. by YooN ina

Kim Dae-hwan 
“Cheorwon is like a family”iN
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Three Korean Films Invited to Berlinale’s Forum Expanded

While the Forum section champions independent 
and documentary cinema, particularly from younger 
filmmakers, the Forum Expanded program, launched in 
2006, prizes experimental works, which span a range of 
artistic mediums. This year, the section comprise a trio 
of Korean works.
Cancelled Faces, a co-production between Germany 
and South Korea is a feature from Israeli filmmaker Lior 

Shamriz. Shot in Korea and featuring a local cast, the 
work, by the director’s own admission, appears to be a 
normal Korean film rather than one made in the country 
by a foreigner. Yet, having grown up in Israel, and lived 
in Berlin and Los Angeles, Shamriz weaves the personal 
experiences of his life’s journey into the film about a man 
fearing the loss of his freedom as his lover takes over 
his life. With striking black and white visuals featuring 

off kilter and often claustrophobic exteriors, the 
cinematography reinforces the feeling of being trapped. 
The film’s queer themes, given Korea’s conservative 
society, add to its cloistered ambience. 
Also in Forum Expanded are two shorts by artist CHA 
Jae-min. Autodidact tells the story a father who has 
spent thirty years proving his son did not die by his own 
hand, but was murdered during his military service. The 
same voiceover is repeated twice with the same visuals, 
featuring magnified images of his amateur investigation, 
which offer a chance to reinterpret the material. Keeping 
with the theme of homicide, Hysterics features a 
continuous dolly shot that circles a dead body and white 
sheets of paper that reveal stains reminiscent of blood 
spatter when intermittently shone under a black light. 
Echoing a crime scene, the film creates a foreboding tone 
with its ominous spiralling and stark lighting changes.

by Pierce Conran

Cancelled Faces Hysterics autodidact
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What crossed your mind when you heard that 
your film would be showcased at the Berlin 
International Film Festival’s Culinary section? 
I was so happy and honored to be invited to 
such an amazing film festival. I heard about 
the Berlin Film Festival’s culinary cinema 
section while I was making this film, and 
thought that it would be great if I had a 
chance to show this film there. Never did I 
imagine I would actually receive an invitation. 
In Asia, there are twelve animal gods that take 
care of the human world and grant wishes, 
and I think it was the pig god that led me to 
this place, Since pigs are known to bring luck.

Following your three-part wild animal 
documentary, you’ve made another self-examining 
documentary on the relationship between humans 
and animals. Among all the numerous subjects 
you could have handled is there a reason for your 
special interest in animal issues? 
Among all the number of subjects out there, it’s 
always ‘people issues’ that seem to attract people’s 
attention. I thought at least someone should take 
interest in issues other than ‘people or humans’. 
And this is why I started to make films on these 
subjects. A large number of minorities and the 
socially disadvantaged live in this world, and I 
believe it is animals that suffer most with their 

rights taken away from them. Throughout the 
history of mankind, animals have always been 
exploited. However, it’s the advent of a capitalistic 
industrial society that intensified the relationship 
between the subjugator-subjugated. Many are 
pushed to the fringes and suffer in a society where 
money and profits are hailed as a priority. The 
situation is worse for animals that are robbed of 
their habitat, threatened with extinction, physically 
imprisoned and psychologically tortured. As I was 
making my documentary Farewell (2001) dealing 
with the life of wild animals caged in zoos, I was 
able to open my eyes for the time to the reality of 
animals. As I gazed through the camera at the sad 

The sight of a massive pig slaughter spurred by a nationwide foot-and-mouth disease 
alert had director HWaNG yun decide to pick up her camera and record the grim reality. 
Pork cutlets may have been a delicacy enjoyed at one time, but things totally change 
for her as she begins to take an interest in animal welfare. The film shifts between a 
factory farm where pigs are mass bred in brutal conditions and organic (animal welfare 
style) farms to highlight the significance of a natural ecosystem. during the course of 
observing the growth of alternative farm-raised piglet ‘don-soo’, the director faces 
an unexpected dilemma that has her give up her meat-eating habit. She then starts 
to contemplate the issue of eating on a daily basis while her family refuses to give 
up on meat. This documentary poses introspection on the choice to co-exist through 
moderation instead of excessive consumption through a delicate exploration of animal 
rights and the reality of the meat-eating industry. 

An omnivorous Family’s Dilemma

HWANG Yun
“i didn’t want the film to seem like a dichotomy 
between a meat-eater and a vegetarian”iN
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Blazing Sun
by HAH Myung-joong

Blazing Sun is a representative work by 
actor-turned-director HAH Myung-joong,  
Based on a novel rich in local color of the 
same title by novelist KIM Yoo-jung. The 
film depicts the tough lives of people who 
fight with poverty in a mountain town 
close to a mine during the dark period of 
the Japanese occupation of Korea.  

To the Death 
by SHIN Sang-ok

To the Death is the 11th film by SHIN. The 
film is based on a diary-style war novel by 
HAN Woon-sa recited via HLKY (Christian) 
Broadcasting from December 1957 to the 
end of 1958. Child actor JEON Young-seon 
who played Ok-hee in Mother and a Guest 
(1961), won the Special Child Actor Prize 
for her role as the daughter in the film.  

Coachman
by KANG Dae-jin

Coachman is based on common realism 
which was one of big trends at the 
beginning of the 1960s. KIM Seung-
ho who picked up the Best Actor Prize 
through Mr. Park  (1960) at the Asian Film 
Festival showed impressive acting in this 
film.

Previous Korean Films screened at Berlinale Competition
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eyes of tigers deprived of a wild life to live behind 
bars, I was swept with the desire to become an 
‘interpreter’ who understood their language and 
told their stories to people. And by listening to their 
stories, they kept on telling me more. I’m thankful 
I’m destined to tell their stories through the 
language of humans and the language of cinema.  

You’ve already met with audiences last year 
through various film festivals. What was 
the general response from audiences you 
experienced through Q&As?
Quite a few people said they enjoyed the film. I 
guess they were interested in the fact that it is my 
story and my family’s story. Personal documentaries 
can be entertaining to the spectator, but extremely 
difficult for the filmmaker. I realized it’s more 
difficult to point the camera at myself and my family 
than other people. Throughout the film shoot, I 
had to contemplate and decide how much of my 
private life was going to be exposed. Nevertheless, 
it was a strategic choice of mine to go with this kind 
of story and approach. There are quite a number 
of films dealing with the enormous social issue of 
factory livestock and farm animals from a distance, 
but I wanted to go on a totally opposite path which 
is extremely private and subjective. I think the 
audience easily identified with the concerns and 
dilemmas of a woman who cooks meals each day 
for her child and family.

An Omnivorous Family's Dilemma ends 
without making any definitive conclusion. As 
the director of this film, what do you want the 
audience to leave with after watching the film?

I didn’t want it to seem like a dichotomy 
between a meat-eater and a vegetarian. The 
choice is up to the audience. One can give up or 
reduce their meat-eating habit while others can 
continue eating meat, but choose to consume 
meat produced in an ethical manner. The 
important thing is taking interest in where our 
food, especially meat is coming from and how 
it’s reaching our table. And most importantly, 
I hope people acknowledge the fact that meat 
came from life forms with emotions before it 
became an object of consumption. As long as 
humans are violent against animals, especially 
the ones we eat, violence and exploitation 
will continue in our world as our relationship 
with animals are projected onto the world of 
humans. I hope people understand that our 
happiness is guaranteed by their happiness. 

As time passes, we can clearly see a change 
in your husband and child’s attitudes 
towards eating meat. It seems your family 
had a change of heart during the course of 
shooting this documentary. Are they still 
maintaining this stance?
Yes. It doesn’t mean we’re all making the same choice 
when it comes to what we’re eating or not eating, 
but we’re now having a dialogue and discussing this 
subject. My family has realized that eating meat is not 
just a matter of personal choice, but a significant issue 
connected to various social sectors of our life, and 
that it is an ethical issue as well. This is an invaluable 
lesson we’ve learned though this film. Early in 2011, 
I began working on the film and it took me 3-4 years 
to complete it. My son was two years old at the time 

and now he is six. It seems as though it’s not just my 
son, but also myself that have grown with this film. 
Unresolved dilemmas and conflicts still exist, but 
they’re problems that can’t be solved just by making 
compromises within our family. The social system 
has to change, and for that we need to understand 
the core of the problem. We need to feel it with our 
hearts, not think it with our heads. And I hope An 
Omnivorous Family's Dilemma serves as a stepping 
stone for such change.

The name of the pig in your film is in the 
ending credits. 
There are a number of reasons for this. First, 
it was a natural decision as ‘Don-soo’ was our 
film’s main character. It’s also an expression of 
respect and gratitude. I’m especially grateful to 
his mother ‘Ship-soon’. While I was developing 
the film, I was intending to place the focus 
on the piglet, but once I started shooting the 
film, I began feeling considerable sympathy 
towards the life of the mother pigs. As a female 
myself, I was heartbroken. Every mother pig 
had a different character. There were a few 
sensitive mother pigs at the farm where I shot 
the film, but ‘Ship-soon’ had an easy-going, 
gentle personality which helped when we 
were shooting close up to her. If it weren’t for 
‘Ship-soon’, we couldn’t have made the film. 
Another reason for listing the pigs’ names in 
the credits is because I wanted to say that their 
lives, like humans, have their own meaning 
and character, that they are dignified beings in 
their own right. by Kim su-yeon  photo Cinema Dal

Kilsodeum
by IM Kwon-taek

Kilsodeum is an IM Kwon-taek film based 
on a campaign for the reunion of family 
members dispersed during the Korean 
Conflict. The director made the film, facing 
realities nearly heartlessly without being 
immersed in new school sentiments. The 
film also picked up the Getz Film Prize at 
the 22nd Chicago Film Festival.   

The Avatamska Sutra
by JANG Sun-woo

The Avatamska Sutra is based on the 
novel of the same title by poet KOH 
Eun. The film meditatively expresses the 
truth of life and eyes that face the world 
through a process to search for a mother 
by moving the time and space to modern 
day Korea.  

A Single Spark 
by Park Kwang-su

A Single Spark  is a true story of young 
cutter Jeon Tae-il who set himself on fire 
on the street before Pyeonghwa Market 
on November 13, 1970. The film did not 
focus on a heroic struggle or political 
instigation and looks into the realities of 
Korean labor movements.
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“Hosanna is the most controversial work 
among Korean short films in 2014,” said film 
critic aHN Si-hwan who was a judge in the 
Korean shorts category during the Jeonju 
International Film Festival. Living up to its 
reputation, Hosanna, directed by Na young-
kil, has become a triple crown winner. The 
film took home the Jury’s Special Choice 
award in the Korean shorts category during 
the 15th Jeonju International Film Festival, the 
Jury’s Special Choice award in the Extreme 
Nightmare category at the 13th Mise-en-
scene Short Film Festival, and the Passionate 
Staff award at the 40th Seoul Independent 
Film Festival.  Moreover, the 37th Clermont-
Ferrand International Short Film Festival 
invited the film to its International 
Competition section. 
The 65th Berlin International Film Festival has 
invited Hosanna as the only Korean entry in 
its international short film competition. The 
title Hosanna means “save us” in Hebrew. 
a young savior boy ‘Seop’ reminiscent of 

Jesus appears in the film. This boy heals the injured and sick with his flesh and blood, and even revives the dead.  
But they do not appreciate their new lives. Rather, they fight, kill and finally choose to be killed or die. What on 
earth does salvation mean, and what can saviors do in this kind of world? Hosanna makes the audience question 
this serious issue.

Hosanna
ShortS Competition SeCtion

I'm a Cyborg, But That's OK 
by PARK Chan-wook

I'm a Cyborg, But That's OK is a romantic 
drama about a megalomaniacal woman 
who believes that she is a cyborg and 
a man who loves her. The film was 
evaluated as a very unique work among 
PARK’s consistent filmography. 

Samaritan Girl 
by KIM Ki-duk

Samaritan Girl is about the revenge by 
the father of a teenage girl who gets 
paid to have sex with an older man, and 
the reconciliation between the father and 
daughter. Critics called Samaritan Girl an 
“aesthetic film which observes the world 
from a viewpoint of the marginalized and 
puts allegory into them.”  

Joint Security Area 
by PARK Chan-wook

A mystery human drama that illustrates 
an investigation into South Korean 
soldiers’ shooting rampage against North 
Korean soldiers. This film was PARK’s 
fist hit, and nabbed three prizes at the 
Deauville Asian Film Festival and the 
Judges Special Choice Award at the 
Seattle International Film Festival.
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Among the Korean films which received 
invitations from the Berlin International 
Film Festival, only Hosanna was invited 
to the competition section. How do you 
feel about this?  
I feel as excited and happy as I did in the 
past when I heard that the film was invited 
to other film festivals. I heard the news 
from the distribution team at the School 
of Film, TV and Multimedia at the Korea 
National University of Arts while working 
on a feature film as a staff member. The 
news really revitalized me so much that 
I did not feel tired at all. The thought of 
people of different cultures watching my 
film at a major film festival excites me 
and makes me nervous at the same time. 
I hope that another film of mine will visit 
Berlin someday.

Before Berlin, your film was invited to 
the Clermont-Ferrand International 

Short Film Festival. What do you 
think has made your film receive such 
international attention?  
I have been so grateful for this attention 
and interest in my film that I have not 
seriously thought about that yet.  Probably, 
its topic of “salvation” is a universal matter 
worth discussing regardless of religion.   

What made you choose salvation, not an 
easy topic, as the theme of your film?
Salvation has been my lifelong theme. 
When I was young, I was mesmerized 
by Lord Shiva in India. I was more 
curious about the abandonment and 
accommodating of Shiva’s believers 
than about Shiva himself. The character 
and providence of Jehovah, the god of 
Christianity has many things that humans 
cannot understand through reason. The 
production of Hosanna began from the 
question, what should I do in a world 

which I cannot control, without any 
connection to a specific religion? 

How was your experience taking part in 
film festivals with Hosanna last year?
I had a very meaningful and pleasant time 
in all of the three domestic film festivals 
that invited the film. That time let me feel 
some consolation more than anything else. 
This is because at every moment of the 
film production work from preparation 
to completion, anxiety haunted me, 
compelling me to think, “Can this film 
mean anything good to anybody?” I 
hope that these honors and results can 
be a consolation to the actors and crew 
members as well as me. 

What is your next project? 
I am planning to make a short about a 
father who lost his son, beginning in 
March or April. by YooN ina

NA Young-kil 
“Salvation is a topic of this era that goes 
beyond religion” iN
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Come Rain, Come Shine  
by LEE Yoon-ki

Come Rain, Come Shine is based on A 
Cat That Cannot Return, a short story by 
Japanese writer INOUE Areno. The film 
portrays the delicate psychology of a 
man who hears and accepts a good-bye 
from his wife who wants to end her five-
year-long marriage with him in a tranquil 
state of mind.    

Night and Day  
by Hong Sangsoo

Night and Day is a bizarre travelogue of a 
painter who flies into Paris from Seoul to 
avert the police after smoking marijuana 
in Seoul. Unlike HONG’s past films which 
favor a structure of repetitions, this 
film contains a diary-style narration and 
straightforward storytelling.  

Nobody's Daughter Haewon  
by HONG Sangsoo

Nobody's Daughter Haewon is the 14th 
film by HONG. This film is connected to 
his two previous films -- The Day He 
Arrives (2011) and Hahaha (2010). The 
film was shot in Bukchon and Seochon, 
showing restaurants in The Day He 
Arrives and the lead characters of 
Hahaha after seven years. 
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Revivre
the CritiCS weeK

What attracted you about the original novel by KIM Hoon? 
After making over a hundred films, I longed to make a new work 
that’s different from what I’ve done in the past. I’ve always dealt 
with the lives of people and also tried my best to put in cultural 
aspects in my work. But with Revivre, I wanted to break free from 
the stories I’ve done and create something new. When I was reading 
KIM’s novel, I thought this work would be best for me to start anew. 

What are some characteristics in Revivre that are different 
from your other 101 films? 
I think the number of years that a director has lived work as an 
influence to their work. I’m not saying that the older they are, the 
works become more mature. I’m simply saying that we just have a 
deeper way of looking at the world, with our years of experience. I 
think Revivre was a story that could only be told with age. 

What is the message you wanted to send through the film?
The protagonist suffers due to lust. As I get older, I realized that 
humans crave and lust endlessly. To face these inner struggles is the 
basis of sustaining a human life. To overcome the forces and to live 
rationally is what life is. I wanted to show that life through Revivre. 

You’ve worked several times with actor AHN Sung-ki and 
he plays the protagonist once again. His performance is 
phenomenal, but I heard you also had great trust in the 
actress, KIM Ho-jong. 
The more I work with AHN, the more I see him as a great actor. 
As for KIM, she expressed pure realism in scenes that needed to 
persuade the audiences. She fully undresses in the film. I thought 
that the naked body, bare, embarrassed and apologetic to the 
person that takes care of her in which she longs to hide, was 
beautiful. I think the only reason why the film came across as 
realistic was due to KIM’s acting.  by NA Won-jung

im Kwon-taek 
“a story that could only    
  be told with age”iN
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Korean auteur IM Kwon-taek’s 102nd film was loved 
by the world the moment it was born. Not only is it 
based on work by famous Korean author KIM Hoon, 
but IM also cast his favorite actor, aHN Sung-ki. The 
combination of the three men which led to the creation 
of the film excited the world. With a wife suffering 
from an incurable disease bringing her closer to her last 
breath, the husband in his 50s falls in love with a young 
and beautiful woman. IM, who is turning 80 this year, 
drew the irony between life and death in Revivre, a film 
that had to be made. Revivre “is an intimate study of 
the dissipating and diseased bodies in contrast to the 
beautiful and plump,” said one of the critics. No one 
else could have expressed the sad reality of the human 
body that slowly disappears as IM has done. Following 
their collaboration in Mandara (1981), Village in the Mist 
(1983), The Tae Baek Mountains (1994), Festival (1996) 
and Chihwaseon (2002), aHN Sung-ki and IM Kwon-
taek have built a special trust with each other. aHN 
plays oH Sang-moo in the film, while KIM Gyu-ri of Low 
Life (2004) also reunites with IM as CHoo Eun-jo.
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COVER STORY 

HWANG 
Jung-min

ode to my Father 

a childhood spent during the Korean War, a youth fought in the Vietnam War, a hardship 
experienced in Germany endured for the sake of the family, and suddenly waking up to discover 
that he is now an old man... This is the story of our Korean fathers, and that of ‘duk-soo’ in ode to 
My Father played by HWaNG Jung-min. Portraying the life of duk-soo, spanning from youth to an 
elderly man in his seventies, the actor asserts that he “wanted to do it right”. 
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“I’ve lived like a racehorse,” said HWANG. And to prove 
this, HWANG Jung-min’s career has been non-stop when 
you take a look at the characters he has played thus far. From 
a gay man, a young farmer, a lawyer, a gangster, a detective 
and a blind swordsman, the list goes on. None of these roles 
were easy, and they all seemed to convey the intensity of the 
actor himself on the silver screen. For the entire decade, he 
endlessly told himself  “I have to do well and I have to work 
hard.” It is only after ten years of doing so that he has finally 
become able to let go and enjoy acting, and get excited on 
a film shoot. Now is the golden age of HWANG Jung-min 
who gets a kick out of going to a film set.

Ode to My Father is a period piece that gives an overview 
of Korea’s modern history. It is a blockbuster film that 
cost approximately USD 18 million. 
Given the large scale of the film, you 
must have felt considerable pressure. 
This is the first time I played in such a 
large-scale film. It is important that the 
audience feels the magnitude of the 
scale. And that was my responsibility 
as the male lead. 

Can you give us a brief introduction of Ode to My Father? 
This film tells the story of our fathers who lived through the 
rapidly shifting social climate of Korea from the Korean War 
during the 1950s to current times. He may have had dreams 
of who he wanted to become, but never once did he have the 
opportunity to live for himself. This is a story of our fathers 
who never said “No,” for the sake of the family. 

Korea’s modern history is embedded in the life of this 
character ‘Duk-soo’. I heard the film had quite a number 
of foreign location shoots?
Ode to My Father was shot in three different countries 
including Busan and Seoul in Korea, the Czech Republic 
and Thailand. As this was the first film in five years for 
filmmaker JK YOUN since Haeundae, with a great cast 
including KIM Yun-jin, OH Dal-su, JUNG Jin-young, 
JANG Young-nam, LA Mi-ran and KIM Seul-ki, along with 
top class crew, expectations were high.

You played as a couple with KIM Yun-jin who is actively 
working in Hollywood. What was she like on set? 
As you all may know, she is an incredible actress. Her first 
impression may make her seem hard to approach, but in fact 
she is modest and humble. We didn’t know each other well 
when we were in Germany, playing the scene where we first 
fell in love. But this in fact helped us express the awkward 
but romantic emotions of first love. 

You manage to cover the entire life of Duk-soo from 
his 20s to his 70s. As an actor, this may be an incredible 
opportunity and formidable experience at the same time. 
I never had any fear of playing the role. On the contrary, 
I was extremely happy to be able to present the entire life 
of an individual. When the script came out, the director 

called me to ask if I could be in 
his film. So I asked what it was 
about. When he replied by saying 
“It’s a story about a father,” I 
immediately said I would do it. 
I didn’t have to read the script 
to decide. There are a number 
of Korean films about mothers, 

but not so many about fathers. For the male audiences who 
watch Ode to My Father, they will feel that their fathers, 
who used to be like towering mountains, now seem like 
small figures. And this will reverberate emotionally. 

Special makeup must have been difficult.
The ageing special effects makeup done by a team from 
Sweden was an interesting experience. During the two-week 
film shoot, I roamed the streets of Busan with makeup on, 
and no one seemed to recognize me. That was how perfect 
the work done by our Swedish team was. 

You must have thought of your own father a lot while you 
were playing the role. 
Not really. I don’t think of the real me when I am playing a 
role. To think of my own life while I am playing Duk-soo 
is not being truthful. This is why I never refer to my own 
life while I am imagining a role. It’s enough just to think of 
Duk-soo and to show his life. Since I went through my 20s, 

“I wanted to revive 
the lives of all fathers 
in Korea through my 
performance” 
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30s and 40s, this wasn’t so difficult, but playing 
someone in his 70s was really hard because I 
never lived this life. Even though I try, it can 
only be an imitation. But, when I try hard to 
imitate, sometimes it does feel like it’s real. I 
worked hard to come up with a way to perform 
a good imitation. 

You once said you were happy that Ode to My 
Father is your “first film that you can show 
your child”. What are you like as a father? 
I’m like a friend to my child. Since my wife 
works, I play the role of the mother when I’m 
not shooting. I send my child off to school, and 
I make snacks to eat after school. We’re close 
because it’s just the two of us all day long. The 
thing my child hates the most is when I am 
away on a film shoot for days. My child is so 
attached to me, my wife gets jealous sometimes. 
(laughs)

Duk-soo in the film looks back at his life and 
asks “My life wasn’t so bad, was it?” What 
about you? 
I’m working hard at it, happily and sincerely, 
focusing on my work. My 30s weren’t so easy. I 
was obsessed with showing a good performance, 
to do things well. But there came a time when 
I slowly started to let things go. And now in 
my 40s, I am a much happier person and am 
comfortable with myself. I’m the happiest when 
I’m on set. After playing Duk-soo in Ode to My 
Father, I started thinking of the idea of growing 
old as an actor. I want to hear people say ‘That 
actor is great’ when I’m in my 60s. l want to age 
well so that when I am in my 60s, filmmakers 
can be inspired to write melodramas for ‘actor 
HWANG Jung-min’. 

How would you define an actor who has aged 
well? 
I am curious myself. I wonder what I’ll be like in 
my 50s. Nevertheless, eyes don’t age even when the 
face does. I guess the key is how alive my eyes will 
be when the time comes. And for this to happen, I 
believe it will be a matter of the heart.   
by lee Ji-Hye  
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hwanG Jung-min

THe FACe oF THe FATHeR iN 

ToDAY’s soCieTY
Sincerity is the middle name of actor HWaNG Jung-min. ode to My Father is about 

the life of duk-soo. In this film, HWaNG played the character from his twenties to 

seventies. Many believe that without HWaNG, the film could not have left an impression 

on  audiences. The most recognizable feature of his acting is that it isn’t artificial. But 

this does not mean that he projects himself on his characters either. HWaNG builds a 

triangular relationship among the actor, audiences and the character. HWaNG knows 

that an actor’s excessive immersion into his character backfires, failing to win over 

audiences. The seasoned actor also understands that if an actor keeps too great a 

distance from his character, sincerity will evaporate. HWaNG embraces his characters 

just outside of the borderline from damaging their true purity. Thus, sometimes, it 

seems that he chooses typical characters. and perhaps some may think HWaNG doesn’t 

take acting seriously. These points can be attributed to the fact that his approach to his 

characters is very instinctive. HWaNG has a power to simplify a complicated mechanism 

called ‘acting’ as much as possible. Most of all, the actor is quite skilful at stimulating 

audiences’ feelings.  

When HWaNG barely landed a role in Waikiki Brothers (2001) after turning 30, few 

expected that he would become popular. This was because despite being an actor, he has 

ordinary facial features. HWaNG may have a sincere look and a tough masculine image, 

but he wasn't in any way special or out of the oridinary. While it seemed that HWaNG 

could not easily break away from this stereotype, a big turning point came with a Good 

Lawyer’s Wife (2003). HWaNG played a contradictory man named Joo young-jak that 

created a very unique nuance and shattered audiences’ preconceptions towards character 

analysis.    

afterwards, HWaNG showed the extremity of manhood by combining a wide array of 

tones and feelings. If president BaEK in a Bittersweet Life (2005) is the extreme of a 

dirty villain, Seok-jung in you are My Sunshine (2005) is a man of extremely pure love. In 

several films, HWaNG tried opposing characters. He attempted to play a character with 

a vague feeling in the psycho thriller Black House (2007) whereas he crossed realities and 

imagination in a Man Who Was Superman (2008). But audiences were most excited 

about films where HWaNG’s characters exploded. Bloody Tie (2006), The Unjust (2010), 

New World (2013) and Man In Love were such examples. Characters struggling in the 

world of crime were deemed as films suitable for HWaNG Jung-min. 

However, in ode to My Father, HWaNG escaped from his previous masculine characters 

and plays an ordinary person. This film made HWaNG a more trusted actor, beyond a 

performer with excellent acting skills. If HWaNG’s images in his previous films are of 

typical males, duk-soo in ode to My Father is a character who labors through his life with 

a sense of responsibility as a good son, father and husband. Now, whatever character 

HWaNG selects, the respect which he earned by way of ode to My Father will follow him.   
by Kim Heung-suk (Film Critic)
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Y 1990 The General‘s Son
1999 Swiri
2001  Waikiki Brothers
2002 yMCa Baseball Team 
 Road Movie 
2003 a Good Lawyer’s Wife 
2004 The Last Wolf  
2005  The Charming Girl, a Bittersweet Life, Heaven’s Soldiers,  
 you are My Sunshine, My Lovely Week 
2006 Bloody Tie
2007 Black House, Happiness, My 11th Mother
2008 a Man Who Was Superman 
2009 Five Senses of Eros, Private Eye 
2010 Blades of Blood, The Unjust, Battlefield Heroes 
2011 Moby dick
2012 dancing Queen
2013 New World, Fists of Legend, In My End Is My Beginning 
2014 Man In Love, ode to My Father
2015 Veteran, Goksung, The Himalayas (working title)
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SpOTlighT 10

Reminiscent of a young JANG Dong-gun with his tall frame and 
well-defined features, LEE stands as the archetypal ‘good-looking’ 

actor. TV drama Boys Before Flowers , which boosted him to stardom, also exploited his good 
looks to the fullest. In romantic high school drama The Heirs, he enjoyed great popularity as 
a rich high schooler. Likewise, his TV characters are mostly well-dressed fashionable young 
men with rich fathers. However, his screen personas are the total opposite. In director KANG 
Woo-suk’s Public Enemy Returns (2008), he played a short-lived young gangster who never 
disappears from the screen without leaving a striking impression with his piercing gaze. His 
recent film Gangnam Blues can be considered his true coming-of-age as a film actor, as he 
sheds his smart suits to join the gritty lowlife of a man’s world. He refused to shirk from physical 
challenges, with director YOO Ha offering his praise “He seems to be a natural born athlete” for 
playing realistic action scenes in the film. The romanticist LEE Min-ho, who could shed tears 
for love, has now opened a new chapter in his career with Gangnam Blues.

lee min-ho

Young  
Korean 
stars
march 
into
Asia
a generation shift is taking 
place for young Korean stars. 
From former child actors to idol 
stars, recording artists, models 
and stage musical actors, 
a variety of talents coming 
from diverse backgrounds are 
gaining commercial value all 
around asia. These rising stars 
who’ve won the hearts of a wide 
variety of fans with their unique 
characteristics and acting skills 
are emerging as the new driving 
forces of Korean cinema. Here we 
introduce ten of the hottest stars 
in Korea at the moment. 

by sHiN min-kyung (Film Jounalist)
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KIM Woo-bin, who 
began with a career in 

modeling, is not your typical ‘good-looking’ guy as one 
can see in his very first acting role as the dyed orange-
haired high schooler with a mischievously wicked smile 
in TV drama White Christmas.  However, he succeeded 
to win the hearts of Asian fans with his unique character 
rather than good looks. He might not be an actor of 
outstanding method acting skills, but with the long 
limbs that ruled the runway, he’s created a style of his 
own. Particularly, the TV drama The Heirs fully banked 
on KIM Woo-bin’s unpolished appeal as he played LEE 
Min-ho’s nemesis. And his role as a mischievously loyal, 
caringly macho high schooler placed him in the circle of 
next generation Hallyu (Korean Wave) stars. Meanwhile, 
around the same time, the film Friend: The Great Legacy 
(2013), in which he plays a young gangster, enabled 
him to continue his streak of success. Since he played a 
safecracker of composed and warm character in crime 
action film The Con Artists, KIM Woo-bin is slowly 
stepping away from his sharp image. His next project is a 
comedy titled Twenty, in which he tackles his first comic 
role as a hot-blooded playboy. 

Kim Woo-bin

KIM has been enjoying explosive popularity in the Great 
China region since his 2013 TV drama My Love from the 

Star. With endorsements alone, his earnings have reached an astronomical number. He first 
attracted attention as JUN Ji-hyun’s male opposite in My Love from the Star, but with the 
rising popularity of the TV drama, his previous works were also thrust in the spotlight. Not 
only with his role as an alien who falls in love with an earthling in My Love from the Star, 
but with each role including his high schooler aspiring to be a star in Dream High or his 
romanticist king in The Moon that Embraces the Sun, he’s been causing a sensation. Already 
proven to be an extremely bankable star, KIM Soo-hyun successfully made his screen debut 
as the youngest thief of the five-member team in caper film The Thieves (2012). KIM Soo-
hyun’s strength lies in his ability to freely cross between boy and man. Furthermore, he is 
known for pulling off emotional scenes effectively, as seen in film Secretly Greatly, where he 
plays a North Korean spy in disguise. He is currently on a career break after My Love from 
the Star, and many are eagerly awaiting his next project. 

Kim soo-hyun
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Before he became an actor, he was rapper T.O.P of idol group ‘Big 
Bang’. The charisma and unique rapping vocals he displayed on stage 

worked to his benefit when he made the transition to acting. As the chilling assassin in TV drama Iris , the 
young soldier in 71-Into The Fire (2010), and the spy dispatched to South Korea in Commitment (2013), his 
strong, hard-edged roles may be accountable for his powerful image, but his boldness, the low-pitched tone of 
his voice and his animal instinct are among the striking merits uniquely associated with CHOI Seung-hyun. 
He projects qualities that are more emotional than rational, artistic than artisanal. The young student soldier 
who evokes sympathy in 71-Into The Fire is never overshadowed by the powerful presence of well-known 
veteran actors such as CHA Seung-won and KWON Sang-woo. He continued his coming-of-age youthful 
image in Commitment but it was not until Tazza: The Hidden Card that he finally displayed his diverse range 
as a character who evolves from a rookie gambler to a highrolling crook, shifting from naivety to merciless 
determination, and delicacy to harshness. Through this film, CHOI Seung-hyun earned a reputation as an ‘actor 
with telling eyes’. It can only get better for this actor. 

CHoi seung-hyun
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Reminiscent of a younger JUN Ji-hyun, she emits a lively, 
innocent image. And like her predecessor, she is currently 

sweeping the Korean advertisement scene as one of the most popular faces to represent 
various commercial products. Starting her career in 2010 as a member of idol girl group 
‘miss A’, she made her acting debut the following year with TV drama Dream High, 
where she plays a high schooler who dreams of becoming a star. Up to this point, she still 
retained her idol image rather than being acknowledged as an actress. It was not until she 
starred in her first film Architecture 101 (2012) that she finally came to be accepted as an 
actress. Architecture 101, which shifts between the college days of a man and woman who 
reunite after 15 years, introduces BAE Suzy as a fresh-faced music school student in her 
twenties. With her lovely nature and character she shows in the film, BAE Suzy’s acting 
persona has come to epitomize ‘first love’. With her newfound popularity, she starred in 
fantasy costume TV drama Gu Family Book, where she plays a young swordswoman. Her 
latest film work The Hymn (working title) is expected to serve as a turning point for her. 
This film, in which she plays the first female master singer of Korean traditional opera 
during the Joseon Dynasty, will expand her realm as a serious actress. 

BAe suzy

She might be better known as a 
member of pop idol girl group 

f(x), but in fact Sulli began her career with 
acting. After her debut in 2005 through a child 
beauty pageant, she started acting with her role 
as the younger Princess Sunhwa in TV costume 
drama The Ballad of Seodong. Her child 
actress days can be witnessed through roles 
such as the rebellious young girl in film Punch 
Lady (2007) or the younger version of HA Ji-
won who plays the female lead in film Ba:Bo 
(2008). Likewise, her early acting experience 
on top of her acting and music training 
received at her company SM Entertainment 
naturally kept her close to acting. Her cute and 
lovely image on stage continued in TV drama 
To the Beautiful You, where she plays a woman 
posing as a handsome man who falls into a 
sweet and daring romance. She then repeated 
her cute and boyish image as leading lady SON 
Ye-jin’s follower in film The Pirates. She shifted 
gears to a different image in her latest work 
Fashion King, where she emits an easy-going 
appeal as a homely honor student. Here she 
fills the screen with her passion and hard work 
as an actress. 

sulli
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JOO Won’s strength lies in his 
ability to tackle any role that 

comes his way. On top of his slender build and unique 
facial features, his vocals refined by his experience in 
musicals, stable performance and earnest attitude creates 
synergy for him as an actor. Furthermore, his unfeigned 
demeanor as the youngest member of popular variety TV 
show 2 Days & 1 Night added an accessible image of him 
to the public. Since his debut through TV drama King of 
Baking, Kim Tak Goo his talents have spanned diverse 
genres in various fields of film, TV and the musical 
stage. In the case of film, during a short period of time 
he created a rather colorful filmography from intense 
action (S.I.U., 2011), horror (Don’t Click, 2012), romance 
(Steal My Heart, 2013), to kitschy youth drama (Fashion 
King). Nevertheless his career is still moving forward 
with projects such as Cantabile Tomorrow , the TV 
remake of Japanese TV drama Nodame Cantabile , where 
he skillfully gives his rendition of the classical music 
phenomenon originally played by TAMAKI Hiroshi. The 
Japanese original version’s cult popularity had skeptics 
worry of the Korean version falling short. Nevertheless, 
JOO Won succeeded to rise as a reliable actor through 
the TV series. He is now recognized as an actor who can 
dominate the screen with gentle ease.

Joo Won

PARK Shin-hye, an 
unrivalled rising 

young Korean actress who is at the height of her career, has 
continued to churn out a series of hit TV dramas such as 
The Heirs and Pinocchio, films and even a single album that 
boasts impressive vocal skills. Celebrating her tenth year 
in the business, she even held an Asian tour concert last 
year. PARK Shin-hye first attracted attention by playing the 
young role of actress CHOI Ji-woo in TV drama Stairway to 
Heaven. But if her roles as a child actress were focused on 
unrealistically proper, fresh-faced characters, it was with TV 
drama You’re Beautiful , where she plays a woman posing as 
a man, that she began to step away from her child actress 
image. Her strengths are her lovely image, excellent diction 
and well-matured acting skills. Her film experience is short 
compared to her career in TV. Romantic comedy Cyrano 
Agency (2010), hit melodrama Miracle in Cell No.7 (2013)
and the recent costume drama The Royal Tailor are three to 
name. Her next project is The Beauty Inside (working title), 
dealing with the story of a man who takes on a different 
identity regardless of gender each day he wakes up. Here 
PARK Shin-hye plays one of the twenty identities the male 
protagonist acquires in the film. 

PARK shin-hye
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Known as South 
Korean pop group 

JYJ member ‘Micky Yoochun’, people seem to forget his 
idol star aura when he is actor PARK Yoo-chun. Perhaps 
this can be attributed to the unrealistically proper and 
polite model student image he projects through the 
characters he plays. Through TV dramas Sungkyunkwan 
Scandal’s prim scholar, Miss Ripley’s major corporate heir, 
and Rooftop Prince’s Joseon Dynasty prince, he’s been 
playing well-mannered, upscale characters. Even in the 
TV drama Three Days, where he plays a secret service 
man for the president, he looks smart in suits. During his 
decade-long career, Haemoo is the sole title counted in 
his filmography. Here he sheds his well-bred image for a 
film role as the naïve youngest seaman of a fishing boat 
setting sail with the dream of returning with a full load 
but ends up in a tragic turn after helping illegal migrants. 
PARK Yoo-chun blends well into the ensemble of actors 
which is a significant aspect of Haemoo thanks to his 
good-natured looks and down to earth performance. 
These accomplishments earned him an award for ‘Best 
New Actor’ at the Blue Dragon Awards. “I am so pleased 
that our film industry found this outstanding actor” says 
director BONG Joon-ho who produced Haemoo. 

PARK Yoo-chun

LEE Jong-suk is among the few who have 
quickly leaped to stardom during the past 

few years. Already, he has proved his strong commercial power in TV with 
a series of hits such as School 2013, I Can Hear Your Voice, and his latest 
work, Pinocchio. After gaining attention with TV drama Secret Garden, a 
number of quality film roles followed such as As One, where he plays a North 
Korean table tennis player, and The Face Reader where he plays the son of 
SONG Kang-ho. LEE Jong-suk, who began his career as a model at the age 
of 16, earned a reputation as a ‘young pretty faced boy’ with his tall height 
and Adonis-like looks. The film No Breathing, where he plays a swimming 
athlete, exploits these merits to the fullest. However, if one were to point out 
his true appeal, it would be the melancholic sensibility he gives off from his 
rather cool and arrogant-looking features. This is why his performance often 
shares a coolness and hot energy at the same time. His latest work Hot Young 
Bloods, on the other hand, totally breaks away from this image, and as he plays 
a legendary Casanova high schooler, he proves he is a versatile actor who can 
adeptly handle comic roles as well. 

lee Jong-suk
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GLOBAL SALES MAP

Korean Films 
Global sales map  
is the golden age of 
Korean cinema coming back?

Recently, the Korean Film Council (KoFIC) released a 
report titled “analysis of Korea’s Film Exports in 2014.” 
The report states that, in 2014, Korea’s film exports in 
China alone, amounted to USd 8.2 million (including local 
profits) its highest-ever figure. The analysis showed that 
the Korean film industry, boosted by the international 
sales of Snowpiercer in 2013, continued to enjoy an 
increase in Korean film exports thanks to the expansion 
of the Chinese market in 2014. Then where were Korean 
films exported to?  Here is a Korean film sales map for 
2014 which focuses on ten major territories. 

Taiwan is a small export market (about 5% of Korea’s total film exports) for the Korean film industry. But the country is considered a 
major and longtime partner for Korea with a long history of bilateral exchange. The Taiwanese market imported Korean films worth 
USD 1.1 million in 2013. In 2014, its Korean film imports expanded 57.8% to USD 1.7 million, proving that its interest in and demand 
for Korean films are on the rise. Taiwan purchased the latest and most anticipated films from Korea such as Scarlet Innocence, Roaring 
Currents, Miss Granny, No Tears for the Dead, KUNDO: Age of the Rampant and The Pirates. In addition, Taiwan drove up demand 
for ancillary rights to Korean films, for screenings in airplanes, on TV and the internet.

Taiwan

by soNG soon-jin
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Over the past several years, advancement into the U.S. market has been the biggest task for Korean 
cinema. In 2014, Korean cinema finally saw the fruit of its efforts. Snowpiercer and The Nut Job 
spearheaded Korean films’ foray into the U.S. market. The Weinstein Company and Open Road 
Films distributed them in North America. The Nut Job made headlines by earning USD 64 million. 
Besides, Roaring Currents premiered in August, earning USD 2.58 million. Snowpiercer made 
more news in the VOD market than in theaters. The sci-fi film ranked high on major internet sites 
such as YouTube and Google Play, inking USD 6.45 million, more than the USD 4.5 million which 
the film earned through its theatrical release. In 2014, the Korean film industry’s film exports to 
the U.S. totaled USD 3.17 million, including rights to a total of 74 films. Among them, The Suspect 
(2013), KUNDO: Age of the Rampant, The Pirates and For the Emperor were sold to Well Go USA 
which previously distributed The Thieves (2012), New World (2013) and The Man from Nowhere 
(2010). Furthermore, Drama Fever, which was sold to SoftBank of Japan late last year, purchased 
internet VOD rights to Korean films. The company purchased many past Korean hits such as Joint 
Security Area (2000), The President’s Last Bang (2005) and Happy End (1999).

U.s.

My Love, My Bride

TaZZa: The Hidden Card

Broken

The Fatal Encounter

Snowpiercer

Gangnam Blues
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exploding market with Huge Demand for Korean Films

Korea’s film exports to China grew at a surprisingly fast pace. In 2012 they stood at USD 730,000 (3.6% of Korea’s total film exports), but the 
figure grew a whopping 111% to USD 1.75 million in 2013 and hit USD 8.2 million in 2014. Korean film exports to China accounted for 
31.1% of Korea’s total film exports, making it the biggest importer of Korean films. China imported 185 Korean films last year. Among those 
which were released in Chinese theaters, Snowpiercer (released on March 17) stood out for its box office performance. The film earned 
USD 11.98 million, representing another Korean hit after Mr. Go (2013) and Late Autumn (2011) which recorded USD 18.14 million and 
USD 10.49 million, respectively. Besides this, Cold Eyes (2013), The Nut Job and Roaring Currents entered the top ten at the box office. On 
January 8th, the Chinese-language version of Miss Granny (20, Once Again!) was released and placed second at the weekend box office with 
USD 19 million in ticket sales. China’s purchase of rights to play Korean films on TV and the internet grew rapidly as well. Youku Tudou 
Inc., the operator of China’s biggest video website, bought internet VOD rights to most Korean commercial films including Commitment 
(2013), Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013), The Suspect (2013), The Terror, LIVE (2013), Venus Talk, Hot Young Bloods and The Plan Man. 
Furthermore, China’s demand has grown in various aspects. For example, China purchased remake rights to Papa (2011) directed by HAN 
Ji-seung, Top Star (2013) directed by PARK Joong-hoon, and Hide and Seek (2013) by HUH Jung.

Along with Japan, the European market is waning. Germany bought 13 
Korean films for a total of about USD 440,000. Its imports plunged 49.7% 
year on year. Its import list included rather old films such as The Isle (2000), 
a KIM Ki-duk film; Joint Security Area (2000), a PARK Chan-wook film, 
Poetry (2010) from LEE Chang-dong and the recent The Target which 
screened at the Cannes Film Festival.

A total of 13 Korean films were exported to Italy. Italy’s imports 
ranged widely from films by auteurs such as Hill of Freedom and 
Turning Gate,  both of which were directed by HONG Sangsoo, and 
A Girl at My Door directed by July JUNG, to action films such as 
Roaring Currents, The Tower(2012) and The Terror LIVE (2013).

The popularity of Korean TV dramas has helped boost Korean film 
sales in the Middle East. Among them, Iran was the most active in 
buying Korean films, purchasing 21 Korean features. Its purchases 
were mostly limited to the TV and video sectors and focused on 
action films such as Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time (2011), A 
Company Man (2012), Commitment (2013) and S.I.U (2011).

French-speaking European 
territories, with France at the 
center, purchased 23 Korean films. 
Among them are Korean films 
that were invited to film festivals 
in France such as A Girl at My 
Door directed by July JUNG, 
Han Gong-ju directed by LEE Su-
jin and Hill of Freedom directed 
by HONG Sangsoo. A Girl at 
My Door hit French theaters in 
November 2014. Hill of Freedom 
will premiere in the first half 
of 2015. The French market’s 
imports of Korean films were 
down 83.3% from the previous 
year, representing a sharp fall.

China

Germany

italy

iran(middle east)

France
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Korean Cultural Wave in Hong Kong 

The popularity of Korean films is steadily rising in Hong Kong. Korean film 
exports to Hong Kong reached USD 830,000 (4.1% of Korea’s total film 
exports) in 2012, soared to USD 2.2 million in 2013 and grew 24.8% year on 
year to USD 2.75 million in 2014. Hong Kong theaters released My Brilliant 
Life, Tazza: The Hidden Card, and The Suspect (2013) among a total of 113 
Korean films such as Ode to My Father, Miss Granny and The Attorney (2013).

In 2014, Singapore ranked sixth among the ten largest Korean importers. The country imported USD 930,000 worth of Korean 
films, up 2.5% from the previous year. Among a total 63 Korean films, most were ancillary rights deals for screenings during 
flights and on pay, as well as other TV channels, showing the growth of its ancillary rights market. The eight films bought for 
theatrical release included Gangnam Blues, The Con Artists, Tazza: The Hidden Card and Obsessed.

Thailand purchased a total of 42 
Korean films. Nonetheless, the 
purchases added up to only USD 
350,000 in sales for the Korean 
film industry. Mainly Plus Media 
Networks Asia and Joy N Contents 
bought TV and VOD rights to 
Korean films.

The Vietnamese market where CJ 
E&M and Lotte Entertainment 
are directly distributing films is 
positioning itself as a new foothold 
for Korean films. Korean films bought 
for theatrical release considerably 
outnumbered Korean films bought 
for ancillary markets in Vietnam. 
The territory bought The Pirates, My 
Love, My Bride, My Brilliant Life and 
Big Match to screen in theaters. 

Any Remedy for Korean Films struggling in Japan?

Unlike China, the Korean film fever is rapidly cooling off in Japan. Japan topped the Korean film import standings at 
number one for two years running in 2012 and 2013. Last year, the country bought a total of 57 Korean films, sliding to 
second place. The drop is of more profound significance. This is because Korean film exports to Japan tumbled 44.7% in 
2014 from USD 8.08 million in 2013. Most of the Korean films that Japan imported are films featuring Korean cultural 
wave stars including The Suspect (2013), KUNDO: Age of the Rampant, The Fatal Encounter, Tazza: The Hidden Card 
and Obsessed. Miracle in Cell No. 7 (2013) premiered in Japan on January 15th, followed by Miss Granny, Snowpiercer 
(2013), New World (2013), Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013), The Face Reader (2013), The Suspect (2013), Cold Eyes (2013), 
Innocent Thing, Rough Play (2013), Obsessed and The Fatal Encounter.  But none of them performed very well at the 
Japanese box office. Only Genome Hazard (2013) made it to the top ten. The Korea-Japan co-production was released on 
January 24th. Broken based on a novel by HIGASHINO Keigo hit five screens on a small release and was well received. 
Monster and Man on High Heels were released on January 3rd.

Hong Kong

singapore

Thailand

Vietnam

Japan
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as of 2014, the Korean film market is reported to be the seventh largest film 
market in the world. Korean films recognized for their cinematic qualities and 
commercial value are expanding their stage to the world. But it isn’t just feature 
films that are making impressive progress, but documentaries and animation 
films as well. Then how are Korean films securing their place in the world 
market? Here we have broken down the current state of Korean films as well as 
meet with a few power players in feature film, documentary and animation film 
to hear how they are laying out their plans for the future. 

Going Global
Korean Films, 
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For the Korean film industry, 2014 has truly 
been a year to remember. Total domestic 
ticket sales surpassed 100 million for the third 
year in a row, and Roaring Currents set a new 
record with an outstanding number of 17.61 
million in ticket sales. The Attorney, released 
at the end of 2013 joined the 10 million ticket 
sales club in 2014 while Ode to My Father, 
released on December 17th last year, was the 
first film in 2015 to reach 10 million ticket 
sales. Two titles The Pirates and Miss Granny 
saw more than eight million ticket sales. 
And in addition to such domestic market 
accomplishments, the Korean film market for 
2014 was ranked as the seventh largest film 
market in the world while titles recognized 
for their cinematic qualities and commercial 
values are stepping out to the world market. 

The 7th largest film market in the world  
BONG Joon-ho’s Snowpiercer is at the 
forefront of this expansion. Since its Korean 
release on August 1st, 2013, the film was 
theatrically released in France, Hong Kong 
and Thailand the same year with following 
releases in over 20 more countries including 
China, the U.S. and Japan in 2014 which 
generated USD 26.66 million in earnings. 
The film raised USD 11 million in China, 
and in France where the comic book the film 
was based on originated, and it became the 
highest grossing Korean film with earnings of 
USD 5.31 million. Ticket sales fell short in the 
North American market with earnings of USD 
4.61 million, but the critical scene took a more 
positive stance towards the film with an award 
for Best Picture from the Boston Online Film 
Critics Association. 
Meanwhile, more than ten Korean films 
including The Attorney, The Pirates, 
KUNDO: Age of the Rampant, The Suspect, 
Roaring Currents, Miss Granny and The 
Fatal Encounter were theatrically released in 
North America. Among these titles, Roaring 
Currents, despite a small-scale distribution, 
raised USD 2.59 million in earnings. 
There are quite a number of Korean films that 

attracted attention in the Asian market where 
Hallyu (Korean Wave) is still commercially 
effective. Obsessed was theatrically released 
late last year in Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan 
and Taiwan, The Attorney in Hong Kong and 
Taiwan, and HWAYI: A Monster Boy and The 
Fatal Encounter in Hong Kong and Japan to 
popular responses. Early this year, Mourning 
Grave and My Love, My Bride became the first 
Korean films to receive theatrical releases in 
Cambodia. Low-budget, independent films 
A Girl at My Door and Han Gong-ju were 
released in France to rave reviews. Cold Eyes 
starring JUNG Woo-sung was released in 
Columbia, director YOO Ha’s Gangnam Blues, 
after being pre-sold to Asian territories, is 
scheduled for release in a total of 11 territories 
including Asia and North America. 
It’s not just foreign releases, but also co-
production projects that are showing 
positive results. The Korean-Vietnamese co-
production film Let Hoi Decide became the 
highest grossing Vietnamese film to date. The 

Miss Granny-inspired Chinese remake, 20, 
Once Again!, topped the Chinese box office 
during its first week of theatrical release this 
January and is still going strong. Moreover, 
Korean acting talents who have travelled 
beyond Korea to reach stardom in Asia have 
been venturing into the Chinese market with 
favorable prospects as shown in the growing 
number of Chinese films starring Korean 
talents and Korean-directed films. This is 
testament to the exceptional human resources 
the Korean film industry can offer. 

Korean films on award-winning streak at 

international film festivals

Foreign film festival invites and award wins 
can be used as a good index for understanding 
the status of Korean films within world 
cinema. YOON Ga-eun’s Sprout (2013), 
invited in the Generation section, received 
the Crystal Bear Trophy for Best Short Film 
at the 2014 Berlin Film Festival. A Hard Day 
was invited to the 2014 Cannes Film Festival’s 
Directors’ Fortnight, while The Target was 
invited as a Midnight Screening and July 
JUNG's A Girl at My Door Screened in Un 
Certain Regard and received an award for Best 
First Film at the Stockholm International Film 
Festival. World-renowned filmmakers HONG 
Sangsoo and KIM Ki-duk headed for Venice. 
HONG Sangsoo’s Hill of Freedom was invited 
to the Orizzonti Competition while KIM Ki-

a Girl at My door

Hill of Freedom
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duk’s One on One received the Fedora Award 
for Best Film in the Venice Days section. Hill 
of Freedom received the ‘Montgolfière d'Or’ 
for Best Film at the Festival des 3 Continents 
de Nantes, and PARK Jung-bum’s Alive 
earned a double crown with a Silver Astor for 
Best Actor and the Obra Cinema Award for 
Best Film at the Mar Del Plata International 
Film Festival. With an additional special 
mention at the Singapore International Film 
Festival, director PARK Jung-bum’s follow-
up to The Journals of Musan(2010) is still 
attracting attention overseas. Han Gong-ju’s 
consistent international recognition is also 
noteworthy starting with its top prize at the 
2013 Marrakech International Film Festival 
followed by the Hivos Tiger Award at the 
International Film Festival Rotterdam 2014, 
the Regard d’Or at the fribourg International 
Film Festival and other domestic and 
international film festivals. 
Apart from such world recognition of Korean 
film aesthetics patronized by international 
film festivals, it’s true that the commercial 
value of Korean films has come under 
scrutiny. Nevertheless, Korean genre films 
have been actively putting out their theatrical 

releases in various territories including 
Asia, North America, Europe and South 
America, while international festivals are 
extending their welcome to Korean films of 
more diverse genres. The most remarkable 
achievement lately is the variety of Korean 
films both independent and commercial that 
are reaching out to the international stage. 

The rise of Korean documentaries, 

improvement of financial support 

Korean documentaries are also branching out to 
the world market. The two documentaries in the 
2014 Berlin Film Festival Forum section: JUNG 
Yoon-suk’s Non Fiction Diary and Kelvin Kyung 
Kun PARK’s A Dream of Iron, both received 
NETPAC awards. A Dream of Iron, went on to 
grab the Best Documentary Award at the Asian 
Film Festival Roma, and Author’s POV Award 
at the Taiwan International Documentary 
Festival. A Dream of Iron follows Hyundai’s 
Heavy Industries’ dockyard industrial revolution 
from 1951 to 2013 through director Kelvin 
Kyung Kun PARK’s original point-of-view. Non 
Fiction Diary explores the notorious serial killer 
clan JIJON that rocked the nation in 1994. The 
film received rave reviews overseas despite its 

unfamiliar context of Korea’s modern history  
for foreign audiences. Non Fiction Diary won 
an additional prize for Best Non-Fiction Film at 
the Sitges International Fantastic Film Festival of 
Catalonia.
Another positive development is the 
increasing amount of foreign investments 
and support for Korean documentaries. 
Director YI Seung-jun’s Wind on the 
Moon was completed by the support of the 
Sundance Institute and the Tribeca Film 
Institute. The first international sales and 
distribution company in Asia to specialize 
in documentaries, Doc Air Ltd. made use of 
its experience of handling the international 
distribution of YI Seung-jun’s previous film 
Planet of Snail (2011) to land an invite for 
Wind on the Moon to the International 
Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam’s 
Feature Competition. 
Theatrical releases overseas are quite 
challenging for documentaries due to their 
non-commercial classification. However, 
with the example of HA Si-nae and CHOI 
Woo-young’s Here Comes Uncle Joe which 
was broadcast nationwide on American TV 
through the PBS Network last August after 

Non Fiction diary

a dream of Iron

Wind on the Moon
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being broadcast in Norway and Japan, Korean 
documentaries are seeking ways to show their 
competitiveness in the world market. 

The Nut Job, rewriting Korea’s animation 

film history 

It’s not too much to say that The Nut Job has 
rewritten Korea’s animation history. Produced 
by Korea’s Redrover Co., Ltd., The Nut Job 
raised a total gross of USD 64.25 million in 
the U.S. box office with additional earnings 
of USD 130 million in the North American 
ancillary market and 140 worldwide markets 
during 2014. The film was released in China 
early this year to good results, ranking fourth 
in the domestic box office while awaiting its 
Japan release scheduled for February this year. 
With the help of the Korea Creative Content 
Agency (KOCCA) which provided KRW 600 
million (approx. USD 553 thousand) after 
choosing the project for its global animation 
funding program, the Korean-Canadian co-
production film opened doors for Korean 
animation by raising the possibility of 
entering the world market, and setting itself 
as a successful example for international co-
production. If The Nut Job ruled the theaters, 

Larva, created by Tuba Entertainment, went 
for the TV market. Gaining great popularity 
in Southeast Asia including Indonesia and 
Thailand, the Larva series was sold to a 
total of 16 territories, estimating a total of 
KRW 9 billion (USD 8.29 million) including 
an estimate of KRW 1 billion (USD 921 
thousand) worth of exports. With its original 
characters, animation series for TV can 
easily be made into feature length films for 
theatrical release, and because it can continue 
production as a series, great potential lies 
ahead. 
Korean animations are consistently attracting 
attention at international film festivals as well. 
JANG Hyung-yun’s The Satellite Girl and Milk 
Cow picked up the top animation prize at the 
Sitges International Fantastic Film Festival of 
Catalonia while JOUNG Yu-mi’s Love Games 
(2013) won the Grand Prize at the Festival 
of Animated Film in Zagreb. YEON Sang-
ho’s The Fake (2013) was in Competition 
at France’s Annecy International Animated 
Film Festival. JEONG Dahee’s animation 
short Man on the Chair was invited to 
Cannes Film Festival’s Directors’ Fortnight, 
and won the Cristal for a Short Film award 

at Annecy and Special International Jury 
Prize at the International Animation Festival 
HIROSHIMA. 
World recognition of Korean animation 
expertise poses greater prospects than any 
other field of film. With the commercial 
potential displayed in The Nut Job along with 
the competitiveness of Korean feature and 
short animations, the future seems bright for 
Korean animations. 
According to MPAA sources, in 2014, the size 
of Korea’s film market has reached USD 1.54 
billion, ranking seventh alongside Germany. 
Now Korea has renewed former views that 
used to consider its film market smaller than 
North America and China. Korean films 
are not only expanding their shares in the 
domestic market, but also actively reaching 
for a broader world market. A variety of co-
productions are being pushed out while 
foreign investments and overseas releases are 
rigorously being sought out. And in 2015, 
expectations for a greater number of Korean 
films to find a larger international audience 
and to generate more international film 
festival accomplishments are high. 
by YooN ina

The Nut Job
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Business-wise, you had a very good year 
in 2014 with a KOSDAQ listing and plans 
to join hands with China’s Huace Media 
Group. But ticket sales at the Korean 
box office fell short of the amazing 
accomplishments you’ve seen over the past 
few years. 
I consider 2014 as a break to refurbish our 
organization for a new start. Internally, 
it was a chance for us to look back at the 
times we pushed forward non-stop, and to 
refresh ourselves. Our box office returns may 
have been a bit disappointing, but it was a 

meaningful year in the sense that we were 
able to secure a rich line-up of good contents 
and funds as well as a foundation for stepping 
into a new market. 
 
NEW will be creating a joint corporation 
with China’s Huace Media Group by the 
first half of this year. How far along are you 
into this project at the moment? 
We will establish a joint corporation within 
the first quarter of 2015. Both companies 
are aggressively discussing how we’ll create 
a company that produces and distributes 

diverse contents in film and TV.

You must be discussing joint projects 
as you’re preparing this corporate 
collaboration. Are there any projects you 
can mention?
There aren’t any projects we can confirm 
yet. But we’ll be actively discussing various 
parameters of the business with our partner, 
ranging from the prospects of finding the 
right contents for the Chinese market to 
setting up the company. Korean film crew and 
cast will have the opportunity to participate 

       Kim 
Woo-taek
Ceo of new 

The issue-making company of the Korean 
film industry in 2014 was NEW (Next 
Entertainment World). Business-wise, the 
company expanded its scale with an official 
listing in the Korean stock market (KoSdaQ) 
at the end of last year, and made an 
investment deal of KRW 53.5 billion (approx. 
USd 49.65 million) with China’s leading media 
company Huace Media Group, which was 
ranked No. 1 in domestic TV drama ratings 
last fall. This partnership will eventually result 
in a joint corporation between NEW and 
Huace by the first half of 2015 which is the 
first collaborative corporate body aiming for 
business in China to be created between the 
Korean film industry and a Chinese contents 
company. We met with KIM Woo-taek, the 
CEo of NEW, which is gearing up to advance 
as a global business through its partnership 
with Huace Media Group. 

“we consider ‘people’ and 
‘culture’ as our assets”

The attorney

SpECiAl REpORT 
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when the right subject matter and genre 
permits, but what’s clear is that we’ll be 
making custom-made contents specifically 
for the Chinese market. I’m confident that 
partnership between Huace as the unrivalled 
leader of China’s drama market in contents 
and TV channel shares and NEW which 
retains an extensive media contents library 
and industry expertise will result in a 
significant corporate collaboration. 

There are some Korean film industry 
voices concerned about NEW’s successful 
acquisition of ‘China money’. What kind 
of business potential do you see in Huace 
Media Group?
Joining hands with a good partner to enter 
the exploding China market is definitely a 
significant accomplishment, and by bringing 
each other’s strengths and expertise to the 
table, I look forward to favorable prospects in 
both markets. By joining forces with Huace, 
NEW will be acquiring a rich collection of 
quality contents in addition to a ‘win-win 
effect’ as we will be able to make headway 
with a contents business optimized for the 
Chinese market. We’re confident that this will 
be the foundation for NEW to step up to a 
pan-Asian scale.  

NEW is making diverse business attempts 
with affiliated companies that include 
a music division ‘MUSIC & NEW’, an 
ancillary rights and international sales 
of films division ‘CONTENTS PANDA’, 
and a performance division ‘SHOW & 
NEW’. With such capacity for business 
diversification, what do you regard as 
NEW’s unique strengths?
I believe a limitless perspective is important 
when it comes to contents. It’s not business 
diversification we’re aiming for, but an open-
minded corporate culture that seeks good 
contents (regardless of genre) and the most 
appropriate format to process this. These are 
what I see as NEW’s strengths.

In previous interviews, you often stated 
that “assets should come out of the 

process”. Through various business 
processes including production and 
investment, what are the assets that NEW 
wishes to generate?
It’s ‘people’ and ‘culture’. It’s not just about 
investing money in each business field and 
recouping it that matters, but retaining a 
corporate culture that enables each member 
to understand, to learn and to exchange 
expertise among each other as they participate 
in each individual project that is extremely 
important. 

It’s said that NEW’s rapid growth, and the 
successful investment and distribution 
of two films that sold ten million tickets 
(Miracle in Cell No. 7 and The Attorney) in 
the Korean market can be ascribed to the 
company’s strict investment and project-
wise input during script development. 
There are a number of important 
requirements in the investment and 
distribution business, but what I see as most 
significant is acknowledging the essence of 
content. I have no doubt we can move forward 
with conviction only when we’ve exchanged 
intense and in-depth views as the primary 
audience with the production company over 
various possibilities. Once we’ve passed this 
process and start shooting, we then focus on 
respecting each others’ own territories.

What’s the most important point as the 
head of an investment and distribution 
company when you’re reviewing a script? 
How much a script speaks to the audience. 
I put weight on elements that raise the 
possibilities of communicating with the 
audience such as the attractiveness or the 
freshness of a subject and so on. 

NEW has not only been active in funding 
commercial projects, but also art films 
such as Pieta (2012) and The Fake (2013). 
No matter how good a project is, we never 
go out of our way to risk losses and fund a 
film. If we find some kind of profitability with 
various potential values and meanings, we can 
be more flexible in choosing a project to fund, 

regardless of subject matter and budget. We 
just apply an approach that is different from 
commercial projects. 

You’ll be sending your own international 
sales team to the Berlin International Film 
Festival. 
CONTENTS PANDA is the only company 
that serves a mission independent from other 
NEW affiliate companies (music: MUSIC 
& NEW, performance: SHOW & NEW, TV 
drama: DRAMA & NEW). This means that 
the company enjoys more flexibility in its field 
of business and choosing business partners. 
In the foreign market, CONTENTS PANDA 
will collaborate with other NEW affiliates in 
various ways. Its international sales team was 
created not only to handle NEW titles in the 
international market but also to expand NEW 
as an overall global contents distribution 
company that encompasses distribution, sales 
and acquisition of various non-NEW contents 
as well.

It is said that NEW will attempt to produce 
TV dramas this year, and your first project 
will be Descending of the Sun scripted 
by the writer of hit dramas such as A 
Gentleman’s Dignity and Secret Garden, 
KIM Eun-sook. 
This TV series is scheduled for broadcast on 
KBS during the second half of this year. We 
are currently in pre-production: working 
on the script, location hunting and casting. 
There’re no additional projects confirmed 
at the moment, but we’re slowly looking for 
projects to continue our TV drama business. 

Word is that NEW is planning to expand 
into the Chinese, Asian and North 
American markets. So what is NEW’s plans 
for a global business and other prospects? 
We always dreamed of doing business on a 
global scale, but for now, we’re focusing on 
China and Asia. We’ll always be interested in 
expanding our markets in the long run, and 
if we meet a good partner, we’ll be discussing 
the possibilities with an open mind.  
by Kim su-yeon · photo by NeW
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We want to know more about Doc Air Co., Ltd. 
What does it mean to be the first international 
distribution company specializing in Asian 
documentaries? 
I should first explain the reality of the global market. 
The market is where money is circulated. Ultimately 
everything has evolved around North America and 
Europe. But then Asians intending to sell their titles 
emerged one after the other. Sales are pretty slow, 
but there are some once in a while. In summary, 

there’s a serious imbalance between demand and 
supply. Frankly speaking, how many films made by 
Asians that do not have Asian subject matters do 
you think are at IDFA (International Documentary 
Film Festival Amsterdam)? Across non-competitive 
and competitive sections, you’ll only find one or 
two films. In an environment like this, the role of 
an agent in the market is extremely important. 
With only a limited number of buyers who cannot 
directly make sales for every title, agents tend to go 

Kim min-chul 

doc air Co., Ltd is the 
first asian distribution 
company specializing 
in documentaries. The 
company is headed by 
producer KIM Min-chul 
whose expertise spans 
from productions including 
yI Seung-jun’s Planet of 
Snail (2011) and yI’s latest 
Wind on the Moon to their 
international distribution. 
With his in-depth 
knowledge of developing 
and pursuing an idea, 
and presenting the final 
result to an international 
audience, KIM is 
aiming to create a new 
business model for asian 
documentaries in the 
international distribution 
market. 

“i will create a 
documentary 
distribution 
structure that 
reaches out to 
the international 
audiences”

Ceo of DoC air 

SpECiAl REpORT 

Wind on the MoonThe Hospice
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in between and select titles, and their filters 
are usually focused on white audiences. As 
a result, titles fitting the standards of such 
agents or that correspond to a Western point-
of-view make the final cut. This is the order of 
the international documentary market. Doc 
Air Co., Ltd was not launched to break or 
resist this order. This order has to be accepted. 
We just noticed a hole in it. Agents cannot 
cover all good projects from Asia. Nor do 
they understand them well. Even when you 
want to introduce a good café, there are a lot 
of things you need to know: whether their 
coffee is actually good, if it’s cheap, what the 
view is like outside, you need to understand 
and have passion in order to make a good 
recommendation. If you cannot understand, 
it’s hard to like it, and this is why a number 
of titles get excluded. I believe this is an 
issue of ‘presentation and representation’ or 
whether the sales agent understands and can 
explain the film accurately. But most agents 
retain hundreds of titles in their catalogues. 
It’s difficult to be passionate about every title. 
And accordingly, apart from award-winning 
titles, and famous director’s films, the rest are 
just for the purpose of creating a collection. 
Highlighting the merits of titles omitted due 
to an agent’s lack of understanding is the 
mission Doc Air Co., Ltd aims for. 

Is there any special reason why you 
launched Doc Air Co., Ltd? 
As I mentioned before, it all started from 
the numerous experiences of dealing with 
this ‘lack’. When we were handling the 
overseas distribution of Planet of Snail, we 
contacted a number of foreign distribution 
companies and only France’s ‘CAT&Docs’ 
replied. At the time, the company’s head, who 
was a 20-year veteran in the industry, had 
just left a major company to open his own 
business, and despite the fact that the film’s 
director and producer were unknown, he 
decided to distribute our film. This started 
a relationship that continued with most 
of the films I produced. You could say we 
developed a mutual trust. Nonetheless, there 

were areas that fell short. In certain cases, 
a few titles were just listed in the company 
catalogue with no productive results. The film 
festival contacts I redirected to my overseas 
distributor often bounced back to me 
because they couldn’t be reached. The films I 
participated in were especially popular at film 
festivals rather than broadcasting platforms, 
but although festival screenings may be good 
for directors, it doesn’t help distributors as 
they cannot charge a substantial screening 
fee. Of course, it’s easier to make broadcasting 
sales with a foreign distributor. You pay a 
commission to a collaborative partner to 
make things easier, but when their service 
is unsatisfactory, you end up having second 
thoughts like ‘Is there a more efficient way to 
do things?’ However, what I mean by efficient 
is not about making more money. In the 
long run, it’s important to create a business 
model. I launched Doc Air Co., Ltd to create 
an efficient distribution structure to put it in 
business lingo, and to establish a structure 
where the creator can meet the final audience 
in the most effective and intimate manner to 
explain it artistically. 

Your company’s main policy is to raise 
concentration for each title. Is this advisable 
as a business model? 
I assume it’ll be difficult for us to handle 
over ten titles. The most important task is to 
select titles and package them. We’ll focus 
on this process of packaging. If the audience 
is attracted to the logline, they will naturally 
read the synopsis, and if they are impressed, 
they’ll look at the trailer. They’ll acknowledge 
the kind of cinematic experience they will get 
from the trailer and have expectations which 
will eventually lead them to the theater or 
watch the film on VOD. We’ll package each 
title with all details mapped out and gone 
through simulation. Another point is that 
unlike the common practice of a distributor 
running a company based on commission 
and taking a certain portion of sales profits, 
Doc Air Co., Ltd, in order to raise the quality 
of a title’s overseas version and reach a larger 

audience, we follow a model that starts 
packaging a film at an early stage with a 
practical budget to execute it. 

What should foreign distributors pay 
attention to? 
A spectator’s experience between domestic 
and international audiences subtlety differ. 
For example, in the case of The Hospice, we 
pushed the idea of ‘showing an up close look 
at the final days of people at a hospice ward’ 
for the domestic market. This included slightly 
shocking sensational scenes of capturing 
patients’ last moments which are omitted in 
the international version that focuses on how 
people part with loved ones rather than death 
itself. The idea of a beautiful departure with 
family and friends is a more delicate approach. 
The title of the domestic version is Life while 
the international version is The Hospice. Just 
with the title, one can imagine the specific 
space and anticipate what will happen there. 
If we were to use the Korean version of 
‘Life’ or ‘Lifeline’, it will be less specific. The 
international version is more hospitable in 
the way it serves as a guideline to the film. 
As you can tell, details differ with each film. 
For My Barefoot Friend (2011), we changed 
the foreign version’s title from the original 
Korean title translating as Old Rickshaw. In 
other words, in order to attract the audience 
into watching a film, we revise the English 
title and make a new trailer which is now 
common practice for foreign distributors. 
Why we do this work? For people who are 
not from the country of a particular film, they 
are discouraged first by the title, then by the 
synopsis and then the trailer. And when this 
process is not in order, it’s hard to pursue a 
film. It is Doc Air Co., Ltd’s duty to guide you 
through this process. You may see this as a 
kind of consulting which is not just verbally 
done, but stands out from others with our 
hands-on approach. To be more specific, we 
are a company that is deeply involved in a film 
using a total solution angle when it comes to 
introducing titles to international viewers.
by soNG soon-jin · photo by JUNG sang-hwa
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HA Hoe-jin
The Nut Job has received 
international acclaim 
even beyond its domestic 
popularity. The production, 
which cost USd 45 million 
with the participation of 
Hollywood stars as voice 
actors, was released all over 
the US on 3,427 screens. 
Promptly opening in 140 
countries afterwards, the 
film collected USd 130 million 
in profit over the course 
of a year. That’s not all. It 
opened in Chinese theaters 
and took the fourth spot 
at the domestic box office 
upon opening, while it will 
soon be released nationwide 
in Japan on February 21st. 
Following its popularity, 
The Nut Job 2 is currently in 
the works for a 2016 release 
and has received interest 
from major Hollywood 
distribution companies prior 
to production. Producing 
company Redrover Co., Ltd. 
(hereafter Redrover)’s CEo, 
Ha Hoe-jin stated, “I hope 
the success of the global 
animation project The Nut 
Job aided in the success and 
the development of the 
Korean animation industry.”

“the potential for 
success is bright 
for Korea’s global 
animation projects”

SpECiAl REpORT 

Ceo of reDrover 
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The Nut Job’s North American performance 
was big news. The film reached second place 
in the North American box office. How did 
you feel?
I was so happy, I couldn’t believe it. Finishing 
the global project and opening in a North 
American market was itself already a success 
to me. I’m so thankful to our staff at Redrover. 
When we heard the news that the film was 
confirmed for North American release, it 
was hard for us to believe. The investors 
said, “We are seeking a global market with a 
Korean animation through a North American 
release,” but we didn’t believe them and 
thought it was a risky gamble.

The Nut Job is a Korean animation, but it 
had a non-Korean director, staff and voice 
actors. Was this part of the plan as a global 
project?
The staff and crew amounted to 350 people, 
and 120 of them were Korean. But in order to 
target the international markets, we sought 
director Peter Lepeniotis and screenwriter 
Lorne Cameron. For voices, we had Liam 
Neeson, Will Arnett and Katherine Heigl, 
which was a choice made because we 
wanted to make sure we could attract global 
audiences. Yet, The Nut Job’s rights lie in 
Korea and the production investment was also 
supported by Korea. It is a Korean animation.

What was your goal in making The Nut Job?
I believed that a high quality animation 
could be made, even without the huge budget 
Disney or Dreamworks would require to 
make films. I wanted to make a Korean 
animation that could be seen worldwide. 
I’m proud and thankful that my efforts were 
recognized.

It must have been difficult to make a global 
project come to life.
We started the project with global expansion 
in mind, and set our target to international 
audiences. We started planning from 2008 
and since there were no cases similar to 
ours, no one believed us. It was hard to be 

the first, paving a new way. However, after 
The Nut Job’s international release and its 
positive reception, there is a bigger goal in 
mind. Although it was hard, I hope it will be 
a case study for other animation companies 
in Korea to realize that we can make global 
projects successful. I hope a lot of diverse 
global projects come out after The Nut Job, 
and I hope they all succeed.

Lorne Cameron of Ratatouille (2007) was 
in charge of the screenplay. How did you 
overcome cultural differences between the 
East and the West?
The bare bones of the story were provided 
from our side. The reason why we picked 
Lorne was because of his experience with 
Ratatouille, as he has written about animals 
before. We first told Lorne of our intentions 
and he put the meat on the bones. Of 
course there were some cultural differences. 
However, these clashes were solved through 
discussion. The result was a success for young 
audiences. No matter where the children are 
from, all of them seem to enjoy the film.

Why did you introduce the character named 
Psy?
It was one of the tactics to attract the 
international market. Hallyu is a worldwide 

trend. I thought the inclusion of Psy would 
create a synergy between the animation and 
Hallyu, which turned out to be true.

After the success of The Nut Job, I heard 
that you’re working on The Nut Job 2 and 
Spark. What are the stories about?
Spark’s protagonist is a monkey who goes on a 
‘space journey to the West.’ The production is 
almost done. The film’s main target audiences 
are the US and China. The voice actors 
include famous Hollywood stars like Jessica 
Biel, Hilary Swank and Susan Sarandon, 
bringing much attention to the film. The Nut 
Job 2 is currently aiming for a 2016 release 
in Hollywood. Open Road Films has shown 
interest in distributing the film. We plan to 
continue producing global Korean animation 
projects in the future.

What is Redrover’s vision?
We want to make a Korean animation studio 
that is known worldwide, just like Walt 
Disney – Pixar and Dreamworks. I think 
there’s a lot of potential in Korea. I hope to 
contribute in nurturing competitive Korean 
professional animators, and become a part 
of the globalization of the Korean animation 
industry.  
by lee Ji-young

The Nut Job
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2015 Korean Film 
liNe-UP

Keyword 1 Return of 
the Auteurs

SpECiAl FEATURE

DireCtor Na Hong-jin
CaSt KWaK do-won, HWaNG Jung-min, CHUN Woo-hee
releaSe 2015 · In Production
ContaCt 20th Century Fox Korea

Set in a remote town in the South Jeolla 
Province, the story begins when a stranger 
from Japan visits the village. The mysterious 
and psychological thriller evolves as the 
townspeople and detectives go on a chase to 
find the suspect behind the incident.
Written and directed by NA Hong-jin of The 
Chaser (2008) and The Yellow Sea (2010), 
Goksung is expected to carry on NA’s style 
of heart-pounding thrillers. Starring in the 
film is KWAK Do-won who was praised for 
his performance as the antagonist in The 
Attorney (2013) and will become a policeman 
in Goksung. Joining KWAK is this year’s 
busiest Korean actor, HWANG Jung-min, 
who will play a character named Il-gwang. In 
addition to his most recent film Ode to My 
Father,  which crossed the ten million viewer 
mark earlier this year, HWANG has three 
more films to be released this year. CHUN 
Woo-hee, the award winning actress from 
Han Gong-ju,  will take the main female role 
through the character Mu-myeong.

GoKsUNG working 
title

곡성 Gok-sung
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DireCtor IM Kwon-taek
CaSt aHN Sung-ki, KIM Gyu-ri, KIM Ho-jong
releaSe Completed
ContaCt FINECUT Co., LTd.
tel. +82 2 569 9266  e-mail cineinfo@finecut.co.kr 
website www.finecut.co.kr

A respected man at work, Mr. OH struggles with a busy 
professional life and a wife with a terminal illness. In the midst 
of caring for his sick wife until her eventual death, he fantasizes 
over and develops an uncontrollable infatuation with his 
female co-worker, CHOO Eun-joo, whose very existence alone 
symbolizes the perfect life he could never have.
The 102nd work from the legendary filmmaker IM Kwon-
taek behind Seopyeonje (1993), Chunhyang (2000) and 
many other Korean classics, Revivre reunites him with his 
longtime collaborator AHN Sung-ki in a tale exploring the 
weighty themes of mortality and desire that debuted at the 
Venice International Film Festival last year. The film, which 
also stars KIM Gyu-ri and KIM Ho-jong, went on to screen at 
the Toronto, Vancouver, Busan and Berlin International Film 
Festivals, among others.

ReViVRe

DireCtor KaNG Je-gyu
CaSt PaRK Geun-hyong, yooN yeo-jeong, CHo Jin-woong, HaN Ji-min
releaSe Spring, 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  Fax. +82 2 371 6346  
e-mail asia: genie@cj.net americas&europe: justinkim@cj.net  
website lineup.cjenm.com

It’s spring, a wonderful time for love. Fussy, grey-haired Sung-chil is asked out by an elderly woman, Geum-nim, on his way home 
after work at the local grocery store. Troubled but excited by the unexpected proposal, he asks the storeowner for advice and the entire 
town chips in with tips. As Sung-chil and Geum-nim slowly fall in love, their relationship becomes the talk of the town. He fears 
mockery, but everyone wants to help him get the girl. However, nothing is that simple. When she doesn’t show up for their cherry 
blossom date, his frantic search for her leads him to a heart-wrenching truth and also the most romantic gift of his life. Blockbuster 
helmer KANG Je-gyu (TaeGukGi: Brotherhood Of War, 2004) changes pace with his new romantic drama Salute d’Amore. Starring as 
the lovebirds are classic film stars PARK Geun-hyong (Ticket, 1986) and YOON Yeo-jeong (Woman of Fire, 1971).

sAlUTe D'AmoRe working 
title

장수상회 Jang-su-sang-hoe

화장 hwa-jang DireCtor Ryoo Seung-wan
CaSt HWaNG Jung-min, yoo ah-in, yoo Hae-jin
releaSe Summer, 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  
Fax. +82 2 371 6346  e-mail asia: genie@cj.net americas&europe: 
justinkim@cj.net  website lineup.cjenm.com

After an international auto theft sting, dimwitted 
detective Do-chul is treated to a night at a club where 
he meets Sun-jin Group’s third-in-line Tae-oh, whose 
rude behavior rubs Do-chul the wrong way. Convinced 
Tae-oh is a drug addict, Do-chul tries to investigate, 
but is stopped by his boss. Meanwhile, Tae-oh runs into 
Mr. Bae—a truck driver that helped Do-chul with his 
auto theft case—and his nine-year-old son, protesting 
to get his overdue wages. After being humiliated and 
beaten for Tae-oh’s amusement, Bae is hospitalized but 
his son finds Do-chul’s business card and calls for help.
Action maestro RYOO Seung-wan returns to the hard-
boiled action-thriller genre with Veteran, reuniting 
with his The Unjust (2010) stars HWANG Jung-min 
and YOO Hae-jin, as well as young star YOO Ah-in 
from Punch (2011).

VeTeRAN 
베테랑 Be-te-rang
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DireCtor IM Sang-soo
CaSt Ryoo Seung-Bum, Go Joon-hee,
RyU Hyun-kyung, Samuel oKyERE
releaSe 2015
In Production
ContaCt 20th Century Fox Korea

Following a car crash, four 
people happen to come across a bag filled with money 
which leads them into a dangerous altercation. 
Angered by corporate corruption, they hatch a plan for 
revenge.
One of modern Korean cinema’s most notable 
directors, IM Sang-soo (A Good Lawyer’s Wife, 
2003; The President’s Last Bang, 2005) returns with 
My Intimate Enemies, his first collaboration with 
Hollywood studio 20th Century Fox, which has been 
developing projects in Korea through its subsidiary 
label Fox International Pictures. IM’s last two films, 
The Housemaid (2010) and The Taste of Money (2012), 
were invited to compete at the Cannes Film Festival. 
Leading IM’s film are RYOO Seung-bum, in his first 
role since The Berlin File (2013), and GO Joon-hee, 
who is more well know for her TV work. RYOO 
Hyoun-kyoung (Manshin, 2013) and Ghanaian Samuel 
Okyere, a TV personality in Korea who will be making 
his film debut, are also among the cast.

mY 
iNTimATe 
eNemies working 

title

DireCtor KWaK Kyung-taek  CaSt KIM yun-seok, yoo Hae-jin  releaSe 2015 · Post-production
ContaCt SHoWBox/MEdIaPLEx, INC.
tel. +82 2 3218 5640  Fax. +82 2 3444 6688  e-mail sales@showbox.co.kr  website www.showbox.co.kr/english

A true story set in Busan in 1978. Gil-young, a veteran detective receives a special 
request from the parents of a missing child, Eun-joo, to investigate her case. As the clever 

kidnapper eludes the police, the case becomes more and more of a mystery. When Joong-san the fortune-teller predicts 
Eun-joo’s whereabouts, people listen to what he says as the situation gets more desperate. He also says that Gil-young is the 
only one who can save her. With no one to trust, Gil-yong and Joong-san close in around the kidnapper using any means 
possible. Busan native KWAK Kyung-taek (Friend, 2001) once again uses his hometown as the backdrop to his latest film. 
His new thriller stars middle-aged veterans KIM Yun-seok (The Thieves, 2012) and YOO Hae-jin (The Unjust, 2010). The 
Classified File follows the current trend of Korean films set in the recent past.

THe ClAssiFieD File 

나의 절친 악당들 

na-ui Jeol-chin ak-dang-deul

극비수사 Geuk-bi-su-sa
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DireCtor yoo Ha
CaSt LEE Min-ho, KIM Rae-won
releaSe January 21, 2015 · Completed
ContaCt SHoWBox/MEdIaPLEx, INC.
tel. +82 2 3218 5640  Fax. +82 2 3444 6688
e-mail sales@showbox.co.kr 
website www.showbox.co.kr/english

In the 1970s, during the height of political corruption, Gangnam, 
the southern part of Seoul, is starting to be transformed into a 
developed area. Childhood friends Jong-dae and Yong-ki struggled 
to get by, until their shanty homes were demolished by local thugs. 
Desperate for cash, they get involved in violent political clashes, 
and are separated during one of the skirmishes. Three years later, 
Jong-dae lives as an honest man with former gang leader Kil-su. 
Meanwhile, Yong-ki has joined Seoul’s most powerful criminal gang 
organization and fights over the lands in Gangnam. 
Returning to the gangster genre he conquered with 2006’s A Dirty 
Carnival , YOO Ha explores the violent beginnings of the now world 
famous Gangnam district. Along for the ride with him is popular 
idol LEE Min-ho, known for his TV roles in City Hunter (2011) and 
The Heirs (2013), and Sunflower (2006) star KIM Rae-won.

GANGNAm BlUes 
DireCtor CHoI dong-hoon
CaSt Ha Jung-woo, Gianna JUN(JUN Ji-hyun), LEE Jung-jae
releaSe Summer, 2015 · In Production
ContaCt SHoWBox/MEdIaPLEx, INC.
tel. +82 2 3218 5640  Fax. +82 2 3444 6688
e-mail sales@showbox.co.kr 
website www.showbox.co.kr/english

In 1933, a command to covertly assassinate the Japanese Army’s 
commander and pro-Japanese activist KANG In-guk is made 
by Korea's Interim Government in Shanghai. Agent YEM Sek-
jin forms a special unit with AHN Ok-yun, a top-notch sniper 
sentenced to death, SOKSAPO, a specialist in firearms, and 
Duk-sam, a master in explosives, after freeing them from prison 
to fulfill the mission. But the grand plan is exposed to Japan by 
an internal spy in the interim government, and the spy hires hit 
man Hawaii-Pistol to get rid of the three. The assassination trio 
arrives in Korea without knowing the existence of the hit man.
Hitmaker CHOI Dong-hoon has assembled another big cast 
for his period action-thriller. He reunites with his The Thieves 
(2012) stars LEE Jung-jae, JUN Ji-hyun and OH Dal-su as well 
HA Jung-woo and CHO Jin-woong.

AssAssiNATioN  

DireCtor KWaK Jae-yong  CaSt LIM Soo-jung, Jo Jong-suk, LEE Jin-uk
releaSe Fall, 2015 · In Production
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  Fax. +82 2 371 6346  
e-mail asia: genie@cj.net americas&europe: justinkim@cj.net  website lineup.cjenm.com

In 1983, high school teacher Ji-hwan is attacked by a pickpocket. In 2015, homicide detective Gun-woo is shot 
during a chase and loses consciousness. Both men are taken to the same hospital in different time periods, and both 
of their hearts stop but miraculously start again at the same time. A mysterious force binds them together, which 
allows them to see through each other’s lives in their dreams. Soon realizing that the women they love strikingly 
resemble each other and that they are in fatal danger, the two men team up to trace the past and change her destiny. 
Echoing previous parallel timeline dramas such as Ditto (2000) and Il Mare (2000), Time Renegade teams new star 
JO Jung-seok, an award-winner from The Face Reader (2013), with All About My Wife (2012) actress LIM Soo-
jung. Following a few stalled projects, Time Renegade is the first Korean film from The Classic (2003) director 
KWAK Jae-young in seven years.

Time 
ReNeGADe

강남1970 Gang-nam Cheon-gu-baek-chil-sip

시간이탈자 Si-gan-i-tal-ja

암살 am-sal
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DireCtor yEoN Sang-ho
CaSt Ryoo Seung-ryong, SHIM Eung-kyoung, LEE Joon
releaSe In Production
ContaCt FINECUT Co., LTd.
tel. +82 2 569 9266  e-mail cineinfo@finecut.co.kr
website www.finecut.co.kr

A homeless man around Seoul Station with strange symptoms 
signals the start of a chaos that spreads throughout the area 
changing the world into a place for the undead. A father frantically 
searches for his daughter, and is joined by her boyfriend.
Following the successes of The King of Pigs (2011) and The Fake 
(2013), YEON Sang-ho returns with his new dark animation 
Seoul Station. Having already gone deep into sombre social 
territory, YEON spreads into genre, bringing his signature style 
to the zombie realm. Seoul Station’s voice cast will feature RYOO 
Seung-ryong, SHIM Eun-kyoung and LEE Joon. In a somewhat 
unorthodox move, a live-action sequel to the film, the big-budget 
Busan-Bound, has already been greenlit and is expected to go 
into production in April with GONG Yoo and MA Dong-seok 
heading up the cast.

seoUl sTATioN  
DireCtor LEE Joon-ik
CaSt SoNG Kang-ho, yoo ah-in
releaSe Post-Production
ContaCt SHoWBox/MEdIaPLEx, INC.
tel. +82 2 3218 5640  Fax. +82 2 3444 6688  e-mail sales@showbox.co.kr 
website www.showbox.co.kr/english

In the year 1762, when King Yeongjo of the Joseon dynasty had 
already been ruling for 35 years, Crown Prince Sado is accused of 
treason. Yeongjo falls into a dilemma as he cannot penalize his own 
son since it would threaten his own reign, and ends up ordering 
Sado to take his own life. Yeongjo locks Sado in a wooden chest 
filled with rice. Sado is deprived from ascending to the throne, thus 
leaving his own son to take his place as heir. The movie follows 
the most tragic and iconic eight days in the history of the Joseon 
Dynasty, disclosing what forced a father to kill his own son.
Given director LEE Joon-ik’s record-breaking The King and the 
Clown (2005) and star SONG Kang-ho’s hit The Face Reader (2013), 
The Throne, based on a famous historical story, seems poised to be 
another blockbuster period hit for both. Meanwhile, YOO Ah-in 
appears as the tragic prince.

THe THRoNe

Keyword 2 Based on a True event

DireCtor LEE Ji-seung  CaSt PaRK Hyo-joo  releaSe In Production
ContaCt Cinema Factory  tel. +82 70 7770 8768  

e-mail 7star7sun@naver.com

A reporter named Lee Hye-ri tries her best to investigate a 
mysterious situation that has taken place on a remote island.

Seasoned producer LEE Ji-seung returns for his second 
directorial effort with Gone Tomorrow, a mystery thriller 

set on an island. Calling to mind the many island-set classics 
that Korea has produced over the years, including films 
such as Splendid Outing (1978) and Bedevilled (2010), 

LEE’s intriguing new work is in good company. A producer 
on such blockbusters as Haeundae (2009), LEE made his 

directing debut with 2012’s revenge thriller Azooma, which 
picked up trophies at many international events, including 
the Busan International Film Festival. LEE’s leading lady is 

none other than PARK Hyo-joo, a veteran star known for 
her supporting parts in Punch (2011), 2008’s The Chaser (she 

also played the same role in 2012’s TV version) 
and much else besides.

GoNe TomoRRoW working 
title  

DireCtor LEE Seok-hoon
CaSt HWaNG Jung-min, JUNG Woo
releaSe Summer, 2015 · In Production
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  
Fax. +82 2 371 6346  e-mail asia: genie@cj.net americas&europe: justinkim@cj.net  
website lineup.cjenm.com

Following a grueling climb up Kanchenjunga, Hong-gil and Mu-
taek became fast friends and partners in crime. The peak of their 
professional careers came when they became the 14th team to scale 
the Himalayas. But the climb came at a price: both sustained injuries 
and Hong-gil was compelled to retire. Years later, Hong-gil is a 
renowned lecturer and Mu-taek takes up an assignment to climb 
Mount Everest. When Hong-gil learns that Mu-taek has gone missing, 
he blames himself for encouraging the younger man’s plans. Looking 
at a photo of Mu-taek’s frozen corpse still trapped on the mountain, 
he decides to put together a rescue team to retrieve the body.
Following the huge success of Ode to My Father, HWANG Jung-
min leads yet another emotional blockbuster from the director of The 
Pirates. The Himalayas is the first large-scale Korean expedition film 
since 2005’s Antarctic Journal.

THe HimAlYAs working 
title

서울역 Seo-ul-yeok

사라진 내일 Sa-ra-jin nae-il 히말라야 hi-mal-la-ya

사도 Sa-do
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Keyword 3 Nostalgic Trip to the Past

DireCtor KIM Hyun-seok  CaSt KIM yun-seok, JUNG Woo, HaN Hyo-joo, KIM Hee-ae
releaSe February 5, 2015 · Completed
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  Fax. +82 2 371 6346  
e-mail asia: genie@cj.net americas&europe: justinkim@cj.net  website lineup.cjenm.com

In the late 1960s, ‘C’est Si Bon’ is the music bar where every acoustic band’s dreams lie, 
and Korea’s leading folksongs were born. It is where Geun-tae met the musical prodigies 
Hyung-joo and Chang-sik, and formed the C’est Si Bon Trio. As the three young artists 

bicker over their music, beautiful socialite Ja-young enters the picture and becomes their muse, and a series of moving love songs 
are written. After 20 years, the untold story of their love, song and youth at ‘C’est Si Bon’ is finally brought to light.
The story of some of Korea’s most famous music icons, C’est si bon looks to latch on to the current popularity of period set films. 
Cyrano Agency (2010) director KIM Hyun-seok has assembled a cast of young stars, including JUNG Woo and HAN Hyo-joo, as 
well as seasoned veterans like KIM Yun-seok and KIM Hee-ae to play the same characters in the 1980s.

C'esT si BoN

DireCtor aHN Sang-hoon
CaSt SHIN Ha-kyun, JaNG Hyuk, KaNG Hanna, KaNG Ha-neul
releaSe Summer, 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  
Fax. +82 2 371 6346  e-mail asia: genie@cj.net 
americas&europe: justinkim@cj.net  website lineup.cjenm.com

During the volatile period of the Joseon Dynasty’s 
founding, army commander Min-jae keeps careful 
watch on the ambitious Prince YI Bang-won, who is not 
satisfied with his title as the fifth in line to the throne. 
Min-jae’s life becomes entwined with that of Ga-hee, a 
beautiful gisaeng (female entertainer), when he spends 
a bewitching night with her and soon takes her as his 
concubine. But there is more to Ga-hee than what 
meets the eye. Beneath her noble exterior lies a woman 
who insinuated herself into Min-jae’s life with a heart 
bent on vengeance.
An erotic period drama in the mould of Untold Scandal 
(2003) and The Concubine (2012), Empire of Lust is 
the third film by Blind (2011) filmmaker AHN Sang-
hoon. Charismatic star SHIN Ha-gyun and JANG Hyuk 
feature alongside relative newcomer KANG Ha-na. 
KANG Ha-neul also stars in the steamy thriller.

emPiRe oF lUsT
순수의 시대 Sun-su-ui Si-dae

쎄시봉 Ssae-si-bong
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DireCtor PaRK Hoon-jung  CaSt CHoI Min-sik  releaSe In Production
ContaCt CoNTENTS PaNda (NExT ENTERTaINMENT WoRLd INC.) 
tel. +82 2 3490 9363  Fax. +82 2 3490 9301  e-mail sales@its-new.co.kr
website its-new.co.kr

Hunter CHUN Man-duk is enlisted to catch the last remaining 
wild tiger on the Korean peninsula during the Japanese occupation 
in the early 20th century. 
Diving right back into period fare following the historic success 
of last summer’s Roaring Currents, which became Korea’s all time 
most successful film by a wide margin, CHOI Min-sik takes on 
a more intimate role in The Tiger: An Old Hunter’s Tale. With a 
smaller cast and less bombastic premise, the revered thespian will 
have ample opportunity to show off his chops. It will also be his 
second collaboration with PARK Hoon-jung, who directed the 
successful gangster saga New World in 2013 and is also known 
for his The Unjust (2010) and I Saw the Devil (2010) scripts. Co-
starring with CHOI are JUNG Man-sik, KIM Sang-ho, LA Mi-ran 
and Japanese actor OSUGI Ren.

THe TiGeR: 
AN olD HUNTeR's TAle working 

title  DireCtor Ha Jung-woo  CaSt Ha Jung-woo, Ha Ji-won  
releaSe January 15, 2015 · Completed
ContaCt FINECUT Co., LTd.
tel. +82 2 569 9266  e-mail cineinfo@finecut.co.kr   website www.finecut.co.kr

Shortly after the Korean War when people can barely feed 
themselves, HUH sells his own blood to get married to the 
town beauty. Nine years later, he discovers that the eldest of his 
three sons is not his own, but of his wife’s former fiance. HUH is 
devastated with disappointment since the eldest has always been 
his favorite, so he lashes out at his son. However, when the eldest 
suddenly gets sick and in need of an operation, HUH sells his 
blood again and again in order to pay the expensive hospital bills, 
putting his life in danger for a son who’s not even of his own blood.
A rare example of an actor directing himself in commercial Korean 
cinema, Chronicle of a Blood Merchant is the sophomore feature 
by major Korean star HA Jung-woo, following Fasten Your Seatbelt 
(2013). HA surrounds himself by a fine cast, including HA Ji-won, 
CHO Jin-woong and JUNG Man-sik.

CHRoNiCle oF 
A BlooD meRCHANT  

DireCtor KIM Sok-yun  CaSt KIM Myung-min, oH dal-su  releaSe  February 12, 2015 · Completed
ContaCt SHoWBox/MEdIaPLEx, INC.
tel. +82 2 3218 5640  Fax. +82 2 3444 6688  e-mail sales@showbox.co.kr  website www.showbox.co.kr/english

In 1795, the nineteenth year of King Jeongjo’s reign, a large amount of fake silver is 
slipped into circulation creating a substantial threat to the economy. Detective KIM Min 

is assigned the task to investigate the crime ring behind the scheme. He goes undercover in a rural village with his best friend and 
sidekick, Seok-pil. In the village, the pair meets a girl called Da-hae who asks them to help her find her missing sister. Soon, Da-hae 
goes missing too, and discolored, bluish corpses of village girls begin to wash up on the shore.
KIM Myung-min and OH Dal-su team up again for KIM Sok-yun’s sequel to his 2011 hit Detective K: Secret of the Virtuous Widow. 
Given the original’s success during the Lunar New Year holiday, which the sequel is also scheduled for, and the current popularity of 
period films, Detective K: Secret of the Lost Island seems well positioned to draw solid crowds over the holiday.

DeTeCTiVe K: 
seCReT oF THe losT islAND 

조선명탐정: 사라진 놉의 딸 Jo-seon-myeong-tam-jeong: nob-ui Ddal

대호 Dae-ho

허삼관 heo-sam-gwan
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Keyword 4 Nail-biting 
Thrillers

DireCtor SoN young-ho
CaSt KIM Sang-kyung, KIM Sung-kyun, PaRK Sung-woong
releaSe March, 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt 9ers Entertainment
tel. +82 70 4490 4073  Fax. +82 2 797 7279  
e-mail jelee@niners.co.kr 

Veteran cop Tae-soo hears about a hit-and-run suspect while under 
cover in search for a serial killer. Upon capturing the suspect named 
Gang-chun, Tae-soo realizes that he is in fact the serial killer. In the 
suspect’s van, Tae-soo finds a familiar cell phone. Realizing that the 
phone belongs to his sister Soo-kyung, Tae-soo is shocked to discover 
she was the murderer’s last victim. But her body was nowhere to be 
found, and Gang-chun shuts his mouth as he is sentenced to death. His 
brother-in-law Seung-hyun and Tae-soo drown in sorrow. Three years 
later, Tae-soo becomes involved in a murder case of a gangster boss and 
finds out that Seung-hyun is the prime suspect. Finding links between 
the gangs and Gang-chun, a fierce chase starts among a heartless killer 
and two desperate men whose lives have changed after the murder.
KIM Sang-kyung returns as a cop after his famous role in Memories 
of Murder (2003) playing Tae-soo, while KIM Sung-kyun will play the 
heartbroken Seung-hyun. PARK Sung-woong turns into an antagonist 
once again as Gang-chun after his memorable performance in New 
World (2012).

THe DeAl

DireCtor KWoN Hyung-jin
CaSt Ma dong-seok , Jo Han-sun
releaSe april, 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt Joy N Contents Group
tel. +82 70 8883 5587  
e-mail subee@joyncontents.com

Joon-sik goes on a trip with his wife to a remote 
island but they get involved in unexpected 
situations that drive them into dangerous events.
JO Han-sun will play the character of Joon-sik 
alongside tough guy MA Dong-seok, also known 
as Don LEE. This will be JO’s first thriller film, as 
he steps away from his comfort zone in romance, 
drama and comedy as seen in Romance of Their 
Own (2004), My New Partner (2007) and Attack 
the Gas Station 2 (2009). MA is not a newcomer to 
thrillers with his previous roles in The Neighbors 
(2012), The Fives (2013) and Murderer (2013). 
However, despite his rough image, MA also proved 
his broad performing capabilities through his 
warm and humorous character in Marriage Blue 
(2013). Trade will be directed by For Horowitz 
(2006) and Wedding Dress (2010) director KWON 
Hyung-jin.

TRADe
교환 Gyo-hwan

DireCtor Mo Hong-jin  CaSt SHIM Eun-kyoung, yooN Je-moon  releaSe In Production
ContaCt CoNTENTS PaNda (NExT ENTERTaINMENT WoRLd INC.) 
tel. +82 2 3490 9363  Fax. +82 2 3490 9301  e-mail sales@its-new.co.kr
website http://www.its-new.co.kr

Young Hee-ju’s father is murdered by a serial killer. Immersed in anger, Hee-ju waits patiently for fifteen years for 
the murderer to be released, in order to take her revenge. SHIM Eun-kyoung, the popular actress behind Sunny 
(2011) and Miss Granny, plays Hee-ju, and KIM Sung-oh of Fashion King has been cast as the murderer Ki-beom. 
YOON Je-moon of My Dictator and Boomerang Family (2013) will also join as a detective who takes care of Hee-ju 
upon his friend’s unfortunate death.
SHIM Eun-kyoung started her film career in horror films such as Hansel and Gretel  (2007) and Possessed (2009). 
The Wait is her first thriller. MO Hong-jin, writer of Our Town (2007), will be directing his debut film.

THe WAiT 
working title

널 기다리며 neol Gi-da-ri-myeo

살인의뢰 Sar-in-ui-roe
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DireCtor KIM Joon-sung  
CaSt SUL Kyung-gu, Ko Soo  releaSe Pre-Production
ContaCt CoNTENTS PaNda (NExT ENTERTaINMENT WoRLd INC.) 
tel. +82 2 3490 9363  Fax. +82 2 3490 9301  
e-mail sales@its-new.co.kr
website http://www.its-new.co.kr

In Lucid Dream, a father loses his child through kidnapping. In order to find the evidence leading to 
the incident, the father receives the help of an aid to go into his dream to follow the steps of the suspect.
A lucid dream is a phenomenon where one is aware that one is dreaming. It is often used to the 
advantage of psychiatric therapy and is said to cure lust. The psychological thriller takes this space 
which sits on the borderline between reality and fantasy as its backdrop.
Starring as the father is KO Soo, who is no stranger to the paternal role, KO acted as a warm-hearted 
but incompetent parent in Way Back Home (2013). Co-starring with KO is veteran actor SUL Kyung-
gu of A Peppermint Candy (1999), Haeundae (2009) and most recently My Dictator.

lUCiD DReAm working 
title

DireCtor LEE Kyoung-mi  CaSt SoN ye-jin, KIM Joo-hyuk
releaSe 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt CJ ENTERTaINMENT
tel. asia: +82 2 371 6400 americas&europe: +82 2 371 6278  
Fax. +82 2 371 6346  e-mail asia: genie@cj.net americas&europe: justinkim@cj.net  
website lineup.cjenm.com

A happily married politician, Yeon-hong, and his wife Jong-chan 
look forward to him entering the national assembly. While it seems 
like that dream is within their reach, the couple gets involved in a 
terrible incident while running his election campaign.
After starring in many signature romance films such as The Classic 
(2003) and A Moment to Remember (2004), SON Ye-jin has 
recently started to venture into new and different genres. Following 
her first thriller in 2012 with Blood and Ties, SON will challenge 
herself once again by playing the wife, Yeon-hong. As her husband, 
My Wife Got Married (2008)’s KIM Joo-hyuk will play Jong-chan. 
KIM had a four year hiatus before Home Sweet Home, and many 
fans are looking forward to his return. LEE Kyoung-mi of Crush 
and Blush (2008) has taken the director’s chair.

Home sWeeT Home working 
title

행복이 가득한 집 haeng-bo-gi Ga-deuk-han Jip

DireCtor HoNG Won-chan  
CaSt Ko asung, PaRK Sung-woong, BaE Sung-woo  
releaSe Summer, 2015 · Post-Production
ContaCt 9ers Entertainment
tel. +82 70 4490 4073  Fax. +82 2 797 7279  
e-mail jelee@niners.co.kr 

A family is ruthlessly murdered by their father. 
Somehow, the killing spreads like a disease to an office, 
where the workers mysteriously disappear one by one, 
resulting in a serial murder case. 
KO Asung first started her film career through Bong 
Joon-ho’s The Host (2006) and will be stepping into 
her first adult role through The Office. She will play the 
intern of the company, LEE Mi-rae, who tries to fight 
her way into becoming a full time employee. Frequent 
antagonist PARK Sung-woong, who also stars in this 
year's The Deal, is going under the skin of Detective 
Jong-hoon, while BAE Sung-woo will represent the 
working class fathers who endure hardships at the office 
for his family. HONG Won-chan, who dramatized the 
scripts of The Chaser (2008), The Yellow Sea (2010) 
and Confession of Murder (2012), will direct the film. 
This is his second feature.

THe oFFiCe working 
title

오피스 o-pi-seu

루시드 드림 loo-si-deu Deu-rim
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Keyword 5 Based on an original story

DireCtor Woo Min-ho  CaSt LEE Byung-hun, CHo Seung-woo, BaEK yun-shik  releaSe Post-Production
ContaCt SHoWBox/MEdIaPLEx, INC.

tel. +82 2 3218 5640  Fax. +82 2 3444 6688  e-mail sales@showbox.co.kr  website www.showbox.co.kr/english

AHN Sang-goo, a man with a shady past, operates within the halls of powers, doing dirty work for crooked politicians. 
When the tables are turned against him and his reputation becomes ruined, he seeks revenge. Alongside him, a heroic 

public prosecutor and opportunity seeker, WOO Jang-hoon, stands up to fight against the rule bending politicians.
Based on a webtoon by YOON Tae-ho who is responsible for the source material of Moss (2010) and the popular TV 

drama series Misaeng, Inside Men was directed by WOO Min-ho of Man of Vendetta (2010). LEE Byung-hun is one of 
the first Korean actors to step into Hollywood through his roles in the G.I. Joe franchise and Red 2. LEE will play AHN, 

while CHO Seung-woo will return to the silver screen from his recent work in musicals as WOO Jang-hoon. Strong 
supporting actor BAEK Yoon-shick will follow the two leads as a journalist covering their movements.

iNsiDe meN 
내부자들 nae-bu-ja-deul
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DireCtor KIM Hak-soon  CaSt KIM Mu-yeol, JIN Goo, LEE Hyun-woo  releaSe Post-Production
ContaCt CoNTENTS PaNda (NExT ENTERTaINMENT WoRLd INC.) 
tel. +82 2 3490 9363  Fax. +82 2 3490 9301  e-mail sales@its-new.co.kr  website its-new.co.kr

Set in 2002 during the frenzy of the World Cup in South Korea, the South Korean 
Battleship 357 prepares for its daily routine. The North Korean Navy, noticing its 

southern neighbor caught up in soccer fever, deploys several of their battleships towards the Northern Limit Line, 
precipitating an unexpected and tragic conflict with Battleship 357. The film focuses on the forgotten heroes who fought 
for their country in the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong on June 29, 2002.
CHOI Soon-jo, an ex-navy who worked at Yeonpyeong Island during his last posting, was crushed when he saw the 
indifferent national reception of the tragedy. Unable to sit still while the problem dissolved into thin air, CHOI decided 
to write about the real life event to recognize the victims. Starring young actors KIM Mu-yeol, JIN Goo and LEE Hyun-
woo as the members of the navy, director KIM Hak-soon has cinematized CHOI’s novel.

BATTle oF 
YeoN-PYeoNG working 

title

DireCtor aHN Sang-hoon
CaSt Unconfirmed  releaSe Pre-Production
ContaCt Moon Watcher
e-mail shanghao80@gmail.com  

What lies after college for today’s youths? Heo-sae, a 
twenty-six year old, likes his cup of coffee and calls 
himself a fashion leader, but all he’s got left after 
school are student loans and unemployment. While 
running away from loan sharks, Heo-sae finds 
safety in a public bath. The unimaginable palace-
like bath house becomes his new work place after he 
accidently scrubs the back of the bath’s CEO. Upon 
an agreement, the CEO agrees to pay back all his 
debt if Heo-sae wins in the best scrubber contest.
Director AHN Sang-hoon of Blind (2011) has taken 
the megaphone for this comic web toon adaptation, 
an original work by famous webtoon artist HA Il-
kwon. Actor KIM Young-kwang’s name has been 
tossed around as Heo-sae, but casting has yet to be 
confirmed.

GoD oF BATH 
목욕의 신 mok-yok-ui Sin

연평해전 Yeon-pyeong-hae-jeon
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Keyword 6 sweet melodrama

DireCtor LEE Byeong-heon  CaSt KIM Woo-bin, LEE Jun-ho, KaNG Ha-neul
releaSe Post-Production
ContaCt CoNTENTS PaNda (NExT ENTERTaINMENT WoRLd INC.) 
tel. +82 2 3490 9363  Fax. +82 2 3490 9301 
e-mail sales@its-new.co.kr  website its-new.co.kr

Chi-ho, Kyung-jae and Dong-woo are high school friends who have just 
graduated. Chi-ho, a handsome, clumsy and optimistic “player” who 
is only interested in bedding the next woman he meets, does not go to 
college. His parents are furious with him because he doesn’t have a plan 
in life. Kyung-jae, the smartest of the three, is accepted into a respectable 
college and enjoys freshman life. He meets the girl of his dreams and falls head over heels for her. Dong-woo’s dream is becoming a 
cartoonist but after his father files for bankruptcy, he skips college and is forced to work part-time to provide for his family.
Following his indie debut Cheer Up Mr. Lee (2013), director LEE Byeong-heon teams up with popular stars KIM Woo-bin (The Con 
Artists), LEE Jun-ho (Cold Eyes, 2013) and KANG Ha-neul (Mourning Grave) for this new youth film. KIM in particular has grown 
popular from TV and film roles.

TWeNTY working 
title

스물 Seu-mul

DireCtor BaIK  CaSt HaN Hyo-joo  releaSe Post-Production
ContaCt CoNTENTS PaNda (NExT ENTERTaINMENT WoRLd INC.) 
tel. +82 2 3490 9363  Fax. +82 2 3490 9301 
e-mail sales@its-new.co.kr  website http://www.its-new.co.kr

What would you do if you woke up with a new face 
every day? Woo-jin, a man who designs furniture for 
a living, is used to this. An elderly man, a little boy, 
a chubby woman, a foreigner, Woo-jin has grown 
accustomed to his super-natural ‘situation.’ The only 
people that know of his illness are his mother and his 
best friend Sang-baek. One day, he meets Yi-su, a girl 
who works for a furniture store, and instantly falls 
in love with her. Since his physical identity changes 
frequently, he continues to visit her daily, acting as 
a customer that she has never seen before. Woo-jin 
finally musters up the courage to talk to her and ask 
her out on a date.
This high concept romcom will mark the debut of 
filmmaker BAIK. The girl will be played by HAN Hyo-
joo (Cold Eyes, 2013), who has a very busy slate in 
2015, while a host of stars and character actors will 
play the main character. 

THe BeAUTY 
iNsiDe working 

title

뷰티 인사이드 Byu-ti in-sa-i-deu

by Pierce Conran · June Kim
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KOREA’S Film SChOOlS

Cradles of Great  
Korean Filmmakers
What are the organizations that cultivate the numerous directors who are taking the initiative in Korean 
cinema? Korean film is now in its heyday and has accounted for more than 50% of the local film market for 
four consecutive years and drawn over 200 million viewers for two years in a row. Successful shifts to younger 
generations are the key to maintaining this trend and developing Korean cinema in the long term. They who 
will bolster the qualitative and quantitative growth of Korean cinema are developing at various film academies, 
dreaming about making their own films. Such schools teach various subjects from theory and practice, to the 
completion and distribution of feature films, to their theatrical release. Here is some detailed information on the 
characteristics of Korea’s leading film academies that are fostering new filmmakers. 
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KAFA, Wellspring of Korea’s Great Directors 

The Korean Academy of Film Arts (KAFA) is 
a difficult school where students experience 
fierce competition. The school makes students 
force themselves to the wall and ask themselves 
why they have to make films. KAFA is 
sometimes compared to the Korean Military 
Academy since it is quite tough to complete 
KAFA’s courses. A film school established by 
the Korean Film Council in 1984, KAFA has 
produced top Korean directors such as BONG 
Joon-ho, LEE Myung-se, IM Sang-soo, HUR 
Jin-ho, KIM Tae-yong and CHOI Dong-hoon. 
There is even a joke, “Korean films are divided 
into two types – those directed by KAFA 
graduates, and those not.”  
KAFA maintains an admissions system that 
does not discriminate age, gender, academic 
background, race or nationality. This 
characteristic attracts applications from a wide 
array of people, from graduates of cinema 
departments at colleges to those who worked 
as crew members on shooting sites. People 
of different ages from various backgrounds 
study at KAFA and receive a wide variety of 
feedback. This is the school’s biggest strength. 
KAFA is very famous as a selective film school 
with a competitive application process. Each 

year, only about 20 new students are allowed to 
enter the school as directing, cinematography 
or animation majors after a very strict selection 
system which consists of three stages. These 
stages include the evaluation of applicants’ 
visual portfolios and treatments for feature 
films, screenplay and film analysis tests, and 
final interviews that check resumes and other 
personal career documents.         
In the students’ coursework, KAFA stresses 
the importance of persuasion and discussion. 
In the case of film direction, students make 
shorts that run for about ten minutes in the first 
quarter. In the second and third quarters, they 
direct middle-length films with running times 
of approximately 30 minutes. The final fourth 
quarter requires students to write screenplays 
for feature films. This process entails a plethora 
of discussion and debate. The school makes 
three to five scripts into feature films, by way 
of a production advanced program launched 
in 2009. In the course of one year, students 
produce feature films through screenplay 
writing, team formation, thorough mentoring, 
shooting and post-production work. KAFA not 
only covers the production and post-production 
costs, but puts effort into presenting them at 
domestic and international film festivals and 

distributing them to theaters. This project has 
resulted in the acclaimed feature films Bleak 
Night (dir. YOON Sung-hyun, 2010), INGtoogi: 
The Battle of Internet Trolls (dir. UM Tae-hwa, 
2012) and Socialphobia (dir. HONG Seok-jae).

Graduate school of Cinematic Content at 

Dankook University: A Dark Horse in the 

Film education World

The Graduate School of Cinematic Content at 
Dankook University is rising as a dark horse in 
the Korean film education world as LEE Yong-
seung, the director of 10 Minutes (2013), and 
JANG Woo-jin, the director of A Fresh Start, 
nabbed prizes at various film festivals last year. 
The graduate school was founded in 2012 by 
KIM Dong-ho, the former festival director 
of the Busan International Film Festival, 
and focuses on nurturing professionals with 
creative power. The graduate school has 
a highly differentiated curriculum that is 
unusual not only for film schools but also for 
general graduate schools. During the two-year 
education process, students learn and practice 
film directing, producing and screenwriting in 
the first year. In the second year, they attempt 
to make films on their own based on what they 
learned in the first year.  

on the set of KaFa's Socialphobia Students enrolled in KaFa advanced program

KIM dong-ho(right) during a lecture at dankook University
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The most notable fact about the graduate 
school is that its education is linked to the 
Korean film industry. The school helps 
students go through on-the-job training at 
film-related companies such as CJ E&M, 
Lotte Cinema, Showbox, Isu Venture Capital 
and Big I. During vacations, students 
are encouraged to take part in real film 
productions. Its faculty includes KIM Tae-
yong, the director of Late Autumn (2010) 
and PARK Ki-yong, a former director of 
the Korean Academy of Film Arts. Besides, 
film directors KWAK Kyung-taek, JK 
YOUN, BONG Joon-ho and LEE Myung-

se, producers LEE Yu-jin, OH Jung-wan, 
LEE Choon-yun and Jamie SHIM joined the 
school as professors as the school promotes 
direct exchanges with active filmmakers and 
producers. Furthermore, students can receive 
full financial support in filmmaking via its 
industry-academy partnership program with 
Lotte Entertainment. As part of its global 
human resources development, the school 
is preparing an international film project 
with the Graduate School of Film at Griffith 
University in Brisbane, Australia and the 
Beijing Film Academy. 

school of Film, TV and multimedia at the 

Korea National University of Arts

The Korea National University of Arts, 
founded by the government in 1995, is a cradle 
for young talents in dance, art, traditional arts, 
theatre and film. The school appeals to students 
with its all-in-one education which allows the 
attendees to get a full view of filmmaking in 
its converged courses. At the same time, the 

academy prioritizes specialties in each sector. 
These two points are worthy of attention.    
The school is divided into the Film, 
Broadcasting and Video, Multimedia, 
Animation and Visual Theory Departments. 
Students learn basic knowledge in the overall 
cultural and arts sectors in accordance with 
a balanced curriculum of converged arts 
major courses. In the specialist course, they 
complete programs on industry partnerships, 
international co-productions and on-the-job 
training based on curricula according to their 
majors. The school also has connections to 
major film sets which is similar to other schools 
listed here. But this school offers opportunities 
through its ‘Integrated Production Workshop’ 
which allows the student to try diverse aspects 
of filmmaking instead of focusing on one area.   
Also notable are its affiliated organizations such 
as the Visual Technology Center and the Trans-
Asian Visual Culture Research Center. The 
mammoth-sized Visual Technology Center 
oversees educational materials for the school 

The Korea National University of arts
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and supports classes and workshops with its 
equipment and technology. Information on the 
latest equipment and technology are collected 
and taught to students by the center. The Trans-
Asian Visual Culture Research Center plays 
an important role in the history of arts and the 
world of academia, carrying out studies and 
surveys of visual culture in each country with 
its focus on East Asia, international exchange, 
academic events and publication.  

The Asian Film Academy, for Asians striving 

to Become World-Class Directors

The Asian Film Academy (AFA) was jointly 
founded by the Busan International Film 
Festival Organizing Committee, Dongseo 
University and the Busan Film Commission. 
Its biggest advantage is that the school is open 
not only to Koreans but also to international 
students, and promotes international exchange. 
The school selects students among Asian 
countries as defined by the U.N. via its online 
application process. Students produce shorts 
for an 18-day period before and after the Busan 
International Film Festival. All of its classes 
are carried out in English. The school has 
been headed by great directors from around 
the world such as JIA Zhangke, HOU Hsiao-
hsien, LEE Chang-dong and Bela TARR, who 
successively served as deans. Its other faculty 
members are also world-renowned filmmakers 
invited from around the world. 
Its program is made up of workshops on short 
film production, direction, cinematography, 
production design, editing and sound, 
mentoring sessions by famous Asian 
filmmakers, master classes and screenings 
of works by faculty members and graduates. 
This process facilitates networking among 

future Asian filmmakers. At the same time, 
high performers can enjoy special assistance 
in jumping to the next stage, including 
scholarships for the New York Film Academy, 
support for screenplay development costs 
and scholarships for Dongseo University. 
The Busan International Film Festival, one 
of its founding organizations, pays continual 
attention to new works by AFA-educated 
filmmakers and is active in introducing their 
feature film debuts at the festival.  

myung Film Academy, Run by a Production 

House

With film educational institutions run 
by the government, public organizations 
and universities, last year the Korean film 
production company Myung Film announced 
its plan to open a film academy. Myung 
Film Academy will open in 2015 under the 
auspices of becoming a film school where 
film education parallels film production. 
The academy admitted ten successful final 
applicants in film direction, documentary 
direction, acting, production, production 
design, photography, editing and sound.      
What differentiates Myung Film Academy 
from other film schools is the fact that the 
academy teaches special subjects such as 
documentary direction, production design, 
editing and sound. Students will produce 
graduation works through collaboration over 

two years. It is an extraordinary benefit for 
students that the school pays for tuition, the 
cost of producing a graduation work, and 
room and board during their educational 
period. 
Another advantage is that active filmmakers 
teach students as professors, since the school 
is run by Myung Film which has made 
commercial films of various themes and genres 
such as Happy End (1999), The President’s 
Last Bang (2005), Forever The Moment 
(2008), Architecture 101 (2012) and more. Its 
faculty includes established screenwriters and 
directors such as screenwriter NA Hyun who 
penned the scripts for Forever The Moment 
(2008) and Leafie, a Hen Into the Wild (2011), 
CHUNG Ji-young who directed Unbowed 
(2011) and National Security (2012), LEE 
Joon-ik, director of Hope (2013), and newly 
rising auteurs such as PARK Jung-bum, the 
director of The Journals of Musan (2011) and 
O Muel, the director of Jiseul (2012). In the 
acting sector, students will learn from actress 
MOON So-ri, who has a wide spectrum of 
acting experience from Oasis (2002) to The 
Spy: Undercover Operation (2013), and veteran 
actor KWON Hae-hyo. KIM Dong-won, the 
director of Repatriation (2003), will join the 
faculty to teach documentaries. Myung Film 
Academy is planning to release a feature film 
and a documentary in the winter of 2016.   
by soNG soon-jin      

Myung Film academy
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FESTIvAL

Busan international short Film Festival

Originally launched in 1980 as the Korean 
Short Film Festival, this was the first short 
film festival in Korea, and it celebrates its 
32nd anniversary this year. It has gradually 
expanded, changing its name to the Busan 
Short Film Festival in 1997, the Busan Asian 
Short Film Festival in 2000 and finally the 
Busan International Short Film Festival in 
2010. Various trends are introduced through 
diverse domestic and international short films. 
The festival also picks leading filmmakers of 
the future and supports production of their 
next films. Since the introduction of the guest 
country in 2012, special programs have focused 
on French, Chinese and Spanish short films, 
and more broadly, BISFF has made efforts to 
create an audience-friendly festival.

international Women’s Film Festival in seoul

The International 
Women’s Film 
Festival in 
Seoul is a non-
competitive 
international 
film festival 
with a partial 
competitive 
section, started 
by the Feminist 
Artist Network 

in 1997. Films embracing various facets of life 
as seen through women’s eyes are presented to 
show trends in women’s filmmaking worldwide. 
The festival also supports women filmmakers 
in film production. At the 16th edition last 
year, there was a focus on contemporary 
Chinese women directors as well as on social 
issues such as the falling birthrate, decreased 
rate of marriage, and various dark sides of 
modern society. In general, the festival provides 
continual opportunities to review the work of 
different female filmmakers.

seoul Disabled Peoples’ Rights’ Film Festival

Produced by the disabled, the works presented 
at this festival depict the lives of people with 
disabilities. The main purpose of the festival is 
to make people aware of the situations faced by 
disabled people and to change public perceptions 
of the disabled. By helping the challenged to make 
films containing their own voices, the festival makes 
them a main agent of the media, not a subject.

Green Film Festival in seoul

The Green Film Festival in Seoul was started 
in 2004 to show works that give us a chance to 
consider the coexistence of the environment 
and human beings. As a partially competitive 
international film festival, it selects and presents 
about 100 prominent green films from all over 
the world each year to find ways to restrain 
people from destroying the environment and 
make a better future world. At the 11th edition 
last year, the primary focus was on films about 
environmental issues and changes in Asia.

Animal Film Festival in suncheon

This is a complex festival where people and 
animals can enjoy time together. This is the only 
animal film festival in the world, and deals with 
the issue of the coexistence of animals and human 
beings. The festival is held in every corner of 
the city of Suncheon including Suncheon Bay 
Ecological Park. About 60 films from 20 countries 
are screened to encourage people to think about 
the relation between animals and human beings. 
Buses and trains are offered for visitors with pets, 
and special events like ‘Pet Healing Camp’, where 
visitors can watch films with their accompanying 
animals, are prepared.

seoul international Cartoon & Animation Festival

Better known by its abbreviated name SICAF, this 
is an exhibition and film festival for animations and 

The Busan International Film 
Festival may be the biggest film 
event in asia, but it is not the 
only film festival in Korea. More 
than 40 film events are held one 
after another including the Jeonju 
International Film Festival, the 
Puchon International Fantastic 
Film Festival and the Jecheon 
International Music and Film 
Festival. From events that 
spotlight neglected groups 
such as adolescents, women, 
the disabled and those whose 
human rights are threatened, to 
conceptual events focusing on 
new media, independent film, 
documentaries, the environment 
and animals, a variety of film 
festivals take place. Here is a list 
of the unique films festivals of 
Korea.

small but 
Powerful
Film Festivals
of Korea
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cartoons. As the biggest international animation 
festival in Asia, this event contains the SICAF 
International Animation Festival. Last year, 1,201 
animated works from 54 nations were submitted 
to SICAF’s official competition section. Worldwide 
animations made with diverse methods are presented 
and works of international masters are reviewed.

muju Film Festival

This relaxing and refreshing 
film festival is set amidst 
the natural environment 
of Muju, a mountainous 
town. Last year, the 2nd 
edition took place with 
the concept of ‘Picnic’. 

Audiences are able to watch films in nature on 
nine screens including two outdoor screens. The 
Muju Mountain Camp is the primary attraction 
that lets visitors enjoy film viewing and camping 
together. The festival presents both commercial 
movies and independent films to welcome people 
from a wide range of age groups.

seoul international New media Festival

This is the only Korean public art festival for 
new media. Under the motto of alternative 
vision and experimental spirit, they try to break 
down the barriers between cultural areas. New 
genres of films apart from existing formats, such 
as alternative films, digital experimental films, 
video art, video performances, experimental 
video clips, post documentaries and video 
poems are shown to the audience.

DmZ international Documentary Film Festival

This is a documentary film festival co-hosted 
by Gyeonggi Province and the city of Goyang. 
The main goal is to discover and support Asian 
documentaries. For the 6th edition last year, 111 
documentaries from 30 nations as well as nine 
documentaries made with the help of the DMZ 
Project Market were screened. As an extension of 

the festival, other educational programs and events 
are held around Goyang City and Paju City.

seoul international extreme-short image & 

Film Festival

This festival seeks out various media outside 
the limited space of the theater. The purpose 
is to introduce international extreme short 
films and to uncover and support outstanding 
short film directors in Korea. It is composed 
of competition sections and project programs. 
The competition sections are divided into the 
‘5 Minute Subsection’ for films of five minutes 
or shorter regardless of their medium, and the 
‘Mobile Subsection’ for films no longer than 
five minutes made using mobile phones. It is 
regarded as a festival that best reflects the trends 
of the time, because anyone can make and enjoy 
these types of films.

seoul international Architecture Film Festival

This event started in 2009 under the sponsorship 
of the Korea Institute of Registered Architects to 
find and show outstanding films from around 
the world about architecture. With the cultural 
convergence of architecture and film, the festival 
reviews the social meaning of aesthetic value 
and the cultural achievements of architecture. 
They aim to broaden viewers’ eyes toward 
architecture by asking through films, what is 
architectural imagination, and what are the roles 
and meanings of architectural history?

Asiana international short Film Festival

This festival is an international competitive film 
festival hosted by Asiana Airlines as a project to 
support pure culture and art. After the festival, 
award winning films are screened on Asiana 
flights. The festival program is composed of an 
international competition, domestic competition 
and non-competitive special programs. About 
4,000 films from around 100 countries were 
submitted to the festival last year.  by KANG sang-jun

Seoul independent Documentary Film & video 
Festival
www.sidof.org | March 26~april 1, 2015

Seoul Disabled people right's Film Festival
www.420sdff.com | april 8~11

Busan international Short Film Festival
www.bisff.org | april 24~28

Green Film Festival in Seoul
www.gffis.org | May 7~14  

Seoul international agape Film Festival
www.siaff.kr | May 22~31

Seoul international Cartoon & animation Festival
www.sicaf.org | May 23~28

international women’s Film Festival in Seoul
www.wffis.or.kr | May 27~June 3

Seoul human rights Film Festival
www.hrffseoul.org | Scheduled to be held in May

muju Film Festival
www.mjff.or.kr | June 4~8 

Seoul lGBt Film Festival
www.selff.org | Scheduled to be held in June

Busan international Kids' Film Festival
www.biki.or.kr | Scheduled to be held in July

olleh international  Smartphone Film Festival
www.ollehfilmfestival.com | Scheduled to be 
held in July

animal Film Festival in Suncheon
www.anffis.org | Scheduled to be held in august

eBS international Documentary Festival
www.eidf.org | Scheduled to be held in august

Seoul international new media Festival
www.nemaf.net | Scheduled to be held in august

experimental Film and video Festival in Seoul
www.ex-is.org | Scheduled to be held in august

Seoul international Youth Film Festival
www.siyff.com | Scheduled to be held in august

Jecheon international music & Film Festival
www.jimff.org | Scheduled to be held in august

DmZ international Documentary Film Festival
www.dmzdocs.com | Scheduled to be held in 
September

SF2014 Science&Future
sf2014.sciencecenter.go.kr | Scheduled to be 
held in September

Seoul international extreme-Short image & 
Film Festival
www.sesiff.org | Scheduled to be held in 
September

Film Festival for women's rights
fiwom.org | Scheduled to be held in September

puchon international Student animation 
Festival
www.pisaf.or.kr | Scheduled to be held in october

Seoul international architecture Film Festival
www.siaff.or.kr | Scheduled to be held in october

evergreen international Short Film Festival
www.evff.co.kr | Scheduled to be held in october

Seoul Barrier-free Film Festival
www.barrierfreefilms.or.kr | Scheduled to be 
held in November

asiana international Short Film Festival
www.aisff.org | Scheduled to be held in November
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leading 
Cinematographers of

The director of Photography (dP), or 
cinematographer, serves as the eyes of the film 
director. Through the camera lens, they show the 
world what the director wants to express and 
their role is invaluable during the course of visually 
realizing the director’s imagination and intention. 
Korean cinematographers have been attracting 
worldwide attention from film professionals due to 
their abilities to create outstanding visual aesthetics 
on lower budgets compared to Hollywood. The 
first recognition can be traced back 30 years when 
director LEE doo-yong’s Spinning The Tales of 
Cruelty Towards Women (1984) was the first Korean 
film to be invited to the Cannes Film Festival (the 
37th edition in Un Certain Regard). This film went on 
to receive an award for best cinematography at the 
Chicago International Film Festival the same year, 
which was marked as the first time Korean film 
cinematography was acknowledged on a worldwide 
scale. a French director who visited Korea around 
the same period, commented that “cinematography 
in Korean films is world class.” accordingly, Korean 
film cinematography has been recognized for 
quite some time. The cinematographer who laid 
the groundwork for Korean films is JUNG Il-sung. 
Born in 1929, he spent his early years in Japanese 
director KURoSaWa akira’s camera team where 
he acquired the experience to fulfill his dream of 
becoming a cinematographer. He subsequently 
became the ‘eyes’ of Korean masters of cinema 
such as KIM Ki-young, yU Hyun-mok, KIM Soo-yong 

and IM Kwon-taek. Particularly, Woman of Fire’s 
(1971) unconventional color tones and experimental 
angles was a breakthrough for Korean film 
cinematography as it pushed the craft to another 
level. If JUNG Il-sung is among the first generation 
of Korean cinematographers, yoU young-gil, whose 
unique camerawork created the visual aesthetics 
of works such as Christmas in august (1998) 
posthumously released after his death, is among 
the second generation of Korean cinematographers. 
a number of cinematographers of diverse styles and 
techniques subsequently emerged. JEoNG Jeong-
hun, who worked with director PaRK Chan-wook 
on films such as Stoker (2013) and oldboy (2003), 
KIM Hyeong-gu, who worked with director HoNG 
Sang-soo on Woman on the Beach (2006) and The 
day He arrives (2011), and LEE dong-sam with his 
expertise in underwater cinematography in films 
such as Say yes (2001) and Haeundae (2009), to 
name a few. Cinematographers such as LEE Mo-gae 
of I Saw The devil (2010) and My Way (2011), JI Kil-
woong of My Tutor Friend (2003) and King and The 
Clown (2005) are among the list of those currently 
active in their field. These cinematographers who 
have contributed to the landscape of Korean films 
with their diverse range of styles and aesthetics can 
be thanked for placing Korean films on a worldwide 
scale. Here we introduce five leading Korean 
cinematographers who have worked on Korean 
films recently introduced overseas.
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  Filmography 

Beastie Boys, Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time, The Face Reader, 
The Fatal Encounter

GO Nak-seon is known as the ‘magician of light’ as he 
expresses cinematic sensibility with his original use 
of light. The somberness in The Fatal Encounter and 
melancholy tone of The Face Reader (2013) were all 
created through this cinematographer’s understanding 
of lighting. The meticulous craftsmanship he shows in 
film lighting is based on his experience as a gaffer and 
chief lighting director. The lighting in A Good Lawyer’s 
Wife (2003) and The President’s Last Bang (2005) were 
a result of his touch. A Good Lawyer’s Wife examines 
the tragic outcome of a family’s disintegration through 
black humor, and The President’s Last Bang solemnly 
conveys the stark reality of an era through the historical 
account of an incident during the 1970s. Images based 
on sensual lighting gave birth to GO Nak-seon’s unique 
visual aesthetic. His understanding and command of 
lighting and cinematography provides a special texture 
to his work. The spectacular visual beauty of The Fatal 
Encounter is evidence of this. Especially, as the film 
reaches its end, the fateful duel between King Jeong-jo 
played by HYUN Bin and Eul-soo played by JO Jung-
suk, where the two wield their swords in a merciless 
feat, is captured in slow motion. This shot that takes just 
less than a second, makes time feel like it is elongated 
with the help of ultrahigh-speed camerawork. Moreover, 
an odd tension is projected from the symmetry of the 
two as they stand against each other at the center of the 
screen, and here it’s the lighting that shines. The somber 
mood of this scene reaches a peak when lightening-
accompanied heavy rain starts to pour. 

Go Nak-seon

Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time

The Fatal Encounter

The Face Reader Beastie Boys
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  Filmography 

a Good Lawyer’s Wife, Happy End, The Front Line, Late autumn, Cart

“He’s someone with clear eyes that penetrate through the essence of things, 
and anyone who calculatingly photographs an object on film will never be 
able to live up to this kind of ability of his” declares director JANG Sun-
woo of Timeless, Bottomless Bad Movie (1997) and Lies (1999), which 
KIM Wu-hyeong worked on. These two films delicately capture the film’s 
emotional tones of transgression and provocation. His strength lies in 
his talent for using the camera lens to venture deep into the intimate 
psychology and situation of a character. So we can see the subtly sweet 
emotional exchange between the male and female protagonists against 
the exotic landscapes in Late Autumn (2011). The Front Line (2011), 
which posed new horizons for Korean film cinematography, serves as 
another example of his skilled capabilities. Especially, the hillside combat 
scene became the toast of the town for its unprecedented angle of soldiers 
climbing the steep hill in a close sideway shot. It is celebrated as a scene 
compactly projecting the intense desperation of men on the battlefield 
in their fight to seize the hilltop. KIM Wu-hyeong raised a makeshift 
utility pole for this scene and attached a camera wire for a maneuvering 
device that could steer the camera at will. He is also adept at handheld 
camerawork. This technique of skillfully following the subject requires 
the cinematographer’s subjective point-of-view. And KIM Wu-hyeong’s 
versatile ability to explore diverse emotional ranges makes him an 
aesthetician of visual art and not just a simple technician.

 Filmography 

War of the arrows, a Hard day, Roaring Currents

KIM Tae-seong goes by the nickname ‘Follow Kim’. This comes 
from his style that ‘follows’ the subjects he’s shooting which 
resulted in the eye-catching, dynamic scenes in War of the Arrows 
(2011) and A Hard Day. He is known for reinventing angles with 
animalistic instincts which explains why he refuses to calculate 
the composition and movements of actors. With a camera on 
his shoulder, he ran alongside the actors in War of the Arrows, 
which required an exceptional amount of running scenes. Even 
in situations where he was unable to see the monitor, he relied on 
his ‘instincts’ to highlight the fast-paced energy of a character. A 
Hard Day also brings out his strength whereby the high-strung 
tension between a dirty cop and a cold-hearted gangster comes to 
life through KIM Tae-seong’s rhythmical camerawork. His ability 
to pick up on explosive energy while organically shadowing 
the actors’ movements has become a trademark of his. Roaring 
Currents presented new dimensions of his skillful talent. As the 
first Korean film to recreate a large-scale naval battle scene, KIM 
Tae-seong manages to present images of both spectacle and reality 
where a solemn mood runs amongst the vast orchestration of 
combat. With this film, KIM Tae-seong proved that he is not just 
good at stylish camerawork, but also at depicting a world that is 
close to the one we live in.

Kim Wu-hyeong Kim Tae-seong

Roaring CurrentsLate autumn The Front Line

Cart
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 Filmography 

Masquerade, Way Back Home, The attorney

In a scene from The Man From Nowhere (2010), as the film 
reaches the end when CHA Tae-sik played by WON Bin defeats 
a villain in a Turkish bathhouse, the camera directly stares into 
Tae-sik’s face creating the impression that the audience is looking 
at him from the villain’s viewpoint. Tae-sik’s expression clearly 
emits steadfast determination following the fatal battle. LEE Tae-
yoon shot this so-called ‘Turkish bathhouse action scene’ from a 
first person POV wearing a helmet with a camera installed on top. 
This is definitely a new technique in handheld cinematography. 
His previous works laid the groundwork for his outstanding ability 
to pick up on emotional detail. Early in his career he worked as 
a camera crew member on a number of melodramas such as Il 
Mare (2000), April Snow (2005) and Traces of Love (2006). His 
recent works display a stronger sense of such qualities from the 
tale of an attorney fighting against oppression (The Attorney, 
2013) to the plight of a woman wrongfully isolated in a place 
thousands of miles away from home (Way Back Home, 2013) 
where each character has their own story and deals with their 
own situation. Masquerade (2012) is another film that looks into 
the deep psychology of a man inadvertently caught up in a fateful 
whirlwind. Likewise, LEE Tae-yoon’s camera always seems to dig 
deep into the inner world of human beings. 

 Filmography 

TaeGukGi: Brotherhood of War, Snowpiercer, Haemoo

HONG Kyeong-pyo has outstanding talent for visually realizing 
a director’s imagination. Given the example of Snowpiercer 
(2013), where the main stages are the many rows of a train’s  
compartments, each compartment is divided by social class and 
has a different style of production design as well as spatial tone. 
But initially, their shared oblong shape posed the challenge 
of creating a look that shouldn’t be monotonous. Eventually 
HONG Kyeong-pyo attempted a variety of camerawork styles 
to complete dynamic movements that transformed the uniform 
train compartments into constantly changing spaces. This 
became the background for the train ‘snowpiercing away at high 
speed’ in the film. HONG Kyeong-pyo’s filmography includes a 
number of titles that stir the imagination. Save The Green Planet 
(2003) dealing with a man’s desperate kidnapping attempt 
to disclose an alien conspiracy, and the dreamlike images of 
a gifted writer’s dreams and reality in M (2007) stand out in 
their pursuit to venture into the world of imagination. The 
keyword defining his views of the world is ‘grandeur’. TaeGukGi: 
Brotherhood of War (2003), Typhoon (2005) and Snowpiercer 
are films with overpowering and spectacular images. It is these 
vast and staggering landscapes that represent his intense visual 
aesthetic. 

lee Tae-yoon HoNG Kyeong-pyo

Snowpiercer

Masquerade

Way Back HomeThe attorney
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CO-PRODUCTION REPORT 

Chinese Capital and Korean 
Human Resources Join hands

The Agreement between the Government 
of the People’s Republic of China and the 
Government of the Republic of Korea 
Concerning of the Co-Production of Films 
was signed on July 2014, triggering Chinese 
capital investment in Korea. This agreement 
makes Korean films produced with Chinese 
investment free from China’s screen quota 
system if they were approved as joint Korea-
China productions by the Korean Ministry of 
Culture, Sports and Tourism and the Chinese 
State Administration of Radio, Film and 
Television. Thus, such Korean films can play 
freely in China as Chinese films regardless of 
China’s import film quota. This agreement 
lifted the gate to the Korean film industry and 
big Chinese capital rushed into Korea. Huace 
Media became the second largest shareholder 
of NEW by investing KRW 53.5 billion (USD 
52 million) in exchange for a 15% equity 
in NEW. Huayi Brothers hammered out a 
strategic agreement with Showbox with which 
the company produced Mr. Go (2013), a KIM 
Yong-hwa film. 
“We are preparing four Chinese films in 
discussion with Huayi and Showbox,” producer 
SOHN Jang-hyun said. “We are developing a 
new engine by combining Korea and China’s 

planning and development systems. We 
anticipate that Korean planning will lead to 
commercial works that will pay off in China 
this year.” Producer SOHN bridged Korean 
technical staffs and Chinese filmmakers by 
taking part in Assembly (2007) directed by 
Xiaogang FENG (2007), Red Cliff directed 
by John WOO (2008) and 1942 (2012), also 
directed by FENG. He also managed the 
shooting of some parts of My Way (2011) and 
Mr. Go in China. 
The internet platform company iQIYI inked 
an exclusive deal to secure online screening 
rights to 40 films from Lotte Entertainment 
and 50 films from Finecut during the Busan 
International Film Festival. LeVP runs the 
video site LeTV and owns about 1,200 screens 
in 108 cities all over China as China’s largest on 
and offline platform company. The company 
held ‘Korean and Chinese Appreciation 
Evening’ in Seoul on December 21st of last 
year and put out an announcement that they 
will sign deals with ten Korean directors for 
joint Korea-China productions. 
Chinese capital investment in Korea is not 
limited to the Korean film industry. In the 
overall Korean entertainment industry, there 
are more moves influenced by Chinese capital. 

The Chinese search engine site Baidu struck a 
deal with Korea’s SM Entertainment to secure 
rights to music, music videos and other videos 
of its entertainers. Tencent, a big internet 
service operator, decided to invest in KeyEast 
which manages KIM Soo-hyun who gained 
huge popularity in China through the TV 
drama My Love from the Star. Besides, Chinese 
capital is actively looking for opportunities 
to secure Korean contents and pursue joint 
production with Korean filmmakers.  

First signal: Korean Technical staffs’ 

Advance into China

The above-mentioned agreement prompted 
Chinese capital to become very active in 
securing Korean contents. At first, Korean 
technical staffs simply took part in Chinese 
films. This trend was set off by Assembly, a 
Xiaogang FENG film. Director FENG was 
impressed by Taegukgi: Brotherhood Of 
War (2004) and asked its director KANG 
Je-kyu for help. Therefore, director KANG 
recommended to FENG twenty-five Korean 
industry professionals such as producers LEE 
Chi-yun, SOHN Jang-hyun and members 
of a special effects team (Demolition), a 
special makeup team (Meiji) and a sound 

a Wedding Invitation 20, once again! Mr. Go Bushinsaba 2

Korea-China joint productions are in full swing. at first, it was notable for Korean technical human resources to make a 
foray into the Chinese film industry. Then directors and actors followed suit. These days, ‘real’ joint production films are 
coming out of combinations of Korean productions’ planning and development and China’s investment. Here is a look at 
some cases of various types of Korea-China joint productions. 
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team (Blue Cap). Since then, special effects 
companies such as Demolition and other 
post-production companies began to take 
part in Chinese films. 
Their advancement into the Chinese 
film industry led to the hiring of Korean 
directors. It is well known that director 
AHN Byung-ki made Bunshinsaba (2012), 
Bunshinsaba 2 (2013) and Bunshinsaba 
3 back to back, and director KWAK Jae-
yong made Meet Miss Anxiety, a romantic 

comedy with Chinese actress ZHOU Xun 
and actor TONG Da Wei. Wedding Diary, 
to be released in China on March 14th, was 
directed by HUH In-moo who made Love, 
So Divine (2004). Korean actor JI Jin-hee 
and actress CHAE Lim star in the film.

Joint Korea-China Production Goes into 

Full Throttle   
Korean technological companies, post-
production companies, directors and actors 
intermittently participated in Chinese films.  
But Joint Korea-China productions began 
to come out gradually before and after the 
signing of the agreement. The most notable 
move was made by CJ Entertainment.  
This year marks the fifth year of CJ 
Entertainment’s production of Chinese 
films since its well-made comedy Sophie's 
Revenge (2009). The company enjoyed 
modest success in China through its partial 
investment in What Women Want (2011) 
and finally established itself in the Chinese 
market via A Wedding Invitation (2013). 
CJ took part in planning, investing and 
producing A Wedding Invitation. The film, 
a successful amalgam of Korea’s planning 
and China’s production know-how, became a 

good example of localization, recording the 
second highest-ever box-office score among 
joint Korea-China films at the time.  
“Our biggest weapon is our power of 
planning,” said a spokesperson at CJ 
Entertainment. “We study and understand 
Chinese viewers’ preferences and keep on 
developing highly commercial screenplays 
with Chinese sentiments in a collaborative 
system. At the moment, small and mid-
budget romantic comedies and dramas are 

the mainstream. But we will expand into the 
development of various genre films including 
well-made thrillers. Now CJ Entertainment 
is engaging in the post-production work of 
the disaster thriller Pyung An Do (working 
title) directed by CHANG Yoon-hyun. 
Moreover, 20, Once Again! directed by Leste 
CHEN, based on the Korean original Miss 
Granny, hit 5,500 screens across China on 
January 8 and earned CNY 122.35 million 
(about KRW 21.4 billion) in four days after 
its release, according to Enbase, a Chinese 
entertainment research site. 
The Chinese production company C2M, 
which jointly produced  A Wedding Invitation 
with CJ Entertainment, invested in 20, Once 
Again! and director KWAK Jae-yong’s new 
project. Producer LEE Chi-yun, who is 
developing Doupocangqiong (investor and 
distributor:Wanda Cinema Line Corporation) 
with director KANG Je-kyu, has also drawn up 
a plan to remake the Korean films Architecture 
101 (2012) and Cyrano Agency (2010) for 
Chinese viewers in partnership with Myung 
Film. In addition, producer LEE is working on 
Bastard (working title) to be directed by Son 
Hao with Huayi Brothers. Bastard will deal with 
a happening among Chinese tourists on Jeju 

Island. Director Son Hao will helm the Bastard 

project. Son Hao worked for Assembly as an 
assistant director under director FENG. What 
differentiates this project from others is the fact 
that Xiaogang FENG and KANG Je-kyu will 
support director Son Hao as executive producers. 
The shooting will begin on Jeju Island this year. 

Various Ways of Joint Productions 

explored 

In addition, the Korean production company 

Film Line decide to produce The Teacher's 
Diary, to be directed by KIM Tai-sik and 
brothers with China’s Phoenix Legend Film 
and Malaysia’s Prodigy Media. The Korean 
production Golden Monkey Media Group 
(CEO: KIM Boo-hyun) is preparing a 
blockbuster with the Chinese media company 
DMC on the occasion of the 70th anniversary 
of the Chinese-Japanese War. “In the past, 
most of the Korean staff who joined Chinese 
film production were Korean technical 
workers,” producer SOHN said. “But now, 
joint production is being conducted in various 
ways such as planning and development by 
either Korea or China and production with the 
capital of either Korea or China.  
“These days, runners are pacing neck and neck 
in the Chinese market race,” producer SOHN 
added. “Big film studios such as Alibaba, 
Enlight Media Group and Huayi are stepping 
up their efforts to assume the leadership of 
Chinese cinema. But latecomers are able to 
catch up with the front running group now 
that they have strong financial power. This is 
why you should consider your business partner 
as your future partner.”  
by Kim seong-hoon (reporter for Cine 21)  

Meet Miss anxiety Sophie's Revenge Wedding diary Pyung an do
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shin 
Chul
Ceo of ShinCine

“Shin Chul is among the first generation to recognize Korean cinema as an industry,” film critic lee 
Jung-ha has said about the head of ShinCine Communications. after founding the film production 
company ShinCine Communications in 1988, Shin has steadily recorded many firsts in the Korean film 
industry. Shin pioneered the era of systematically planned and developed films. at the beginning of 
the 1990s, he tested the possibilities of computer graphics in Korean cinema. then Shin successfully 
adapted an internet novel for the first time in Korea. as a result, my Sassy Girl (2001) catapulted him 
to fame as a producer and he was recognized all over asia. after 13 years, Shin is preparing my new 
Sassy Girl. the Korea-China co-production is now one of the most anticipated projects among Korean, 
Chinese and further flung asian filmmakers. 

“i learned many things at 
shooting sites in China”
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My New Sassy Girl is a sequel coming 14 
years after the release of My Sassy Girl 
(2001). Do you have any special feelings 
about that?
I worked on this project with the mindset 
that I was a new producer. During the 
intermission, I attempted to produce a film 
in the U.S. by creating a CGI-based Bruce 
LEE character, with an eye toward expanding 
the spectrum of Korean cinema. Moreover, I 
tried producing a live-action film version of 
the animated film Robot Taekwon V which 
is very popular among Koreans. While facing 
trials and errors during these projects, the 
ten years really flew by. Then after looking 
back on my life, I remembered that it took ten 
years for me to make a film as a producer after 
entering the film industry. That reminded me 
of my early days in the film business. I began 
to work on the film, thinking that I have 
started anew. 

It seems that you may have faced difficulties 
as My Sassy Girl was a big hit not only in 
Korea but also in Asia. 
I labored over a screenplay for the sequel as I 
wanted to tell their stories after the original. 
But for a long time I could not obtain 
satisfactory results. Finally, I successfully 
completed a screenplay that satisfied me, but 
the project failed to interest JUN Ji-hyun, the 
female lead of the original. I think that she felt 
a big burden since the image of her character 
in My Sassy Girl was too strong. In the middle 
of the project, things were going smoothly 
and JUN almost joined, but ultimately did 
not. That is a bit regrettable. With JUN’s 
participation, I wanted to serialize My Sassy 
Girl by making two more sequels like Before 
Sunrise (1995) , Before Sunset (2004) and 
Before Midnight (2013) ,  all directed by 
Richard Linklater. I thought about making the 
first sequel about their marriage like My New 
Sassy Girl and the second sequel about them 
ten years after the first sequel.    

Which side first proposed making My New 

Sassy Girl? Korea or China?
Regardless of the investment by China, Shin 
Cine had been independently developing the 
My New Sassy Girl project. We completed 
a satisfactory screenplay and just at that 
moment, a Chinese company proposed 
making the film together. That was in 2012. 

Could you tell us about the status of 
BEIJING SKY WHEEL MEDIA, your 
Chinese partner for this project? 
BEIJING SKY WHEEL MEDIA was founded 
by a former president and a former vice 

president of Wanda Cinema Line Corporation 
after they left Wanda. In fact, we first signed 
an MOU on the joint production with Wanda. 
BEIJING SKY WHEEL MEDIA was founded 
last year and had a good year to the extent 
that their first film My Old Classmate ranked 
among the top ten box office hits in China. 
The film earned CNY 600 million (USD 73 
million) at the box office. 

What was the proportion of the Korean staff 
to the Chinese staff?
Shooting in China accounted for 30-40% 

of the full film. We shot the film in China 
for a month. The Korean director and key 
members of the Korean cinematography and 
lighting units flew into China to shoot the 
film there. Other staff members were Chinese 
on site. Needless to say, when we shot in 
Korea, all our staff was Korean.

It took seven years to finish the script for 
My New Sassy Girl. What mattered most in 
writing it?  
Many people think that My Sassy Girl is 
only about the female lead character. But the 
original is about the male lead Kyun-woo 
and the girl he meets. I wanted to develop the 
story of the sequel from the same 
viewpoint. 

The shooting has finally begun. As a 
producer, what do you think about the 
current edited version? 
Director JOH Keun-shik put his utmost 
efforts into the film. The big success of the 
original puts the production of its sequel 
under a lot of pressure. But I think at the very 
least we won’t be ashamed of this work.

How will you split the profits?
We will go fifty-fifty. It was not easy to induce 
investment as we did not receive capital 
from big companies. I myself collected the 
investments one by one.  

Did the Chinese investor want to change 
anything about the story and setting to 
make it friendlier to Chinese sentiments? 
No. The Chinese side liked our final 
screenplay. I imagine they trusted our ideas 
since Chinese people loved the previous work 
so much. This enabled us to work better with 
the Chinese side. The only thing they wanted 
was to make the film meet the conditions for 
a Korean-Chinese co-production as set by 
the Chinese government. On the contrary, 
they wanted to learn the Korean film 
production system through our human 
resources. 

My Sassy Girl

My New Sassy Girl
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Filming My New Sassy Girl was a big project 
that spanned the continent from Shandong 
Province in the east of China to Yunnan 
in the southwest. How was the location 
shooting in China? Was it difficult? 
It was not easy. In Korea, it takes one or one-
and-a-half days to move camera equipment 
from Busan to Seoul to shoot a film. But 
China’s vast landscape makes that impossible. 
Once, we were shooting in Yunnan. It was 
impossible to do so in a day. In China, if you 
have a filming schedule, you have to arrange 
shipment three days in advance in order to 
shoot on schedule. We did not know about 
that. So, we stopped filming and waited for 
the equipment to arrive from Shanghai. 

What troubled you most as the producer of 
an international co-production?  
To be honest with you, the hardest part 
was to receive the certification of the work 
as a co-production. We applied for it after 
checking the conditions for co-productions 
even including its Chinese cast. At that time, 
our actress Victoria made her schedule in 
accordance with a time when the results 

of the application were 
expected to come out.  She 
signed the contract in April 
and mapped out a plan to 
shoot the film from July to 
September. But our plan 
only barely received approval 
in September. Fortunately 
SM Entertainment, her 
management agency, was 
so considerate that we 
were able to quickly shoot 
scenes involving her from 
September to the middle of 
November. The delay in the 
approval process changed the 
season, so we couldn’t shoot 
on grassland as originally 
planned. Ultimately, we made 
a small change in the script. 
What is worse is that we were 

forced to change the location to a mountain. 
During this project I learned many things 
about China’s production system and about 
collaboration with Chinese staff members. 
Only experience can teach such things.  

How were the Chinese crew members at 
shooting sites? 
China has a well segmented production 
system. In Korea, at shooting locations, 
production staff members handle most 
miscellaneous trifles. But in China, 
production teams have separate staff 
members who only do such things. They are 
called ‘Changgong’. Other staff members do 
not handle such tasks. For example, if there 
is a plastic bag in front of the camera at a 
shooting site, any Korean crew member can 
take it out of the way. But in China, nobody 
does that except for the Changgong. This 
is maybe because China is a socialist state. 
Nobody interferes in others’ work in China.  
Sometimes, this system is inefficient. But to 
put it on the other way around, the segmented 
system can be highly efficient if the system is 
put in place. In terms of work segmentation, 

China’s system can outclass the Hollywood 
system.  

What took the approval so long?
I think that the department in charge of the 
approval was busy at that time. Later I heard 
that the process usually takes about two 
months. To make matters worse, something 
happened to the department, making us wait 
for the approval for over three months. It 
took a lot of time and effort for us to obtain 
a certification document that allowed us to 
shoot as a co-production.  

You took the lead in proposing ambitious 
CGI projects such as Dragon Warrior and 
Robot Taekwon V after My Sassy Girl. But 
the two projects did not work out. What is 
their current status?  
I cannot push forward with production of 
Dragon Warrior starring a CGI-rendered 
Bruce LEE since my copyright contract 
with the family of Bruce LEE expired. But 
in the case of Robot Taekwon V, ShinCine 
Communications is still developing the 
project. We need more time as the project 
is quite big. But I have to finish the project 
whatever it takes. I think that Robot Taekwon 
V is a very attractive project that has the 
potential to be as great as the Harry Potter 
series and the Transformers franchise. 
The film can appeal to many generations 
including those in their 40s who loved the 
robot character when they were little, as well 
as kids. Equally important, this project can 
expand the domain of Korean cinema.  Most 
likely, this project will be a lifelong challenge 
for me. 

Could you tell us about ShinCine’s next film 
after My New Sassy Girl? 
We are preparing a film based on a real story 
of a child living in Changchun, China. 
We can’t wait to shoot the film in China. 
We will plan the film as a Korea-China co-
production.  
by Kim su-yeon · photo by JUNG sang-hwa
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TIME cApsULE

The 1970s was a difficult period for the 
Korean film industry. Confined by strict 
censorship and misguided government 
protection quotas that motivated a need for 
harried production schedules, it was a hard 
time to be a filmmaker, particularly one 
with artistic aspirations or social proclivities. 
Yet, despite the dark environment of the 
contemporaneous cinema scene, not to 
mention society at large, 40 years ago this 
year, the iconic and subversive The March of 
Fools was released.
Considered the magnum opus of HA Gil-
jong, the film may appear as a simple tale of 
idle youth on the surface, but its two college-
age protagonists act as symbols of deep-seated 
anxiety and hopelessness during a time when 
Korean citizens were offered limited freedom 
by their government. Last December, the 
classic was made available in English for the 
first time (outside of repertory screenings) 
when it became one of the Korean Film 
Archive’s (KOFA) first official Blu-ray releases.
Based on a book by CHOI In-ho, a popular 
novelist whose work was adapted in many 
films now considered classics, The March of 
Fools begins with two friends, buck naked, 
undergoing a physical examination for 
military service. Byoung-tae makes the cut 
while Young-cheol is rejected. Though college 
students, they seem to spend most of their 
time in saunas and bars or chasing after girls 
who want nothing to do with them. 
Given the limitations of the time, the socially 
conscious HA was forced to compromise 
with every film he made during his brief 

career (he made seven before his untimely 
death following a stroke in 1979). Using the 
tools at his disposal, and his training from 
UCLA, HA dug deep to find ways to express 
himself. Though clearly a film presenting 
a pessimistic view of Korean society, The 
March of Fools is at its most subversive when 
it doesn’t explicitly convey its intentions. The 
seeming gaiety of its youthful protagonists 
belies confused and despondent souls. They 
greedily guzzle pints of beer and rice wine, 
but these offer only momentary reprieve, and 
are soon followed by more booze and glum 
introspection. As the famous Korean saying 
goes, they drink till they die.
Korean film expert Darcy Paquet notes in 
his commentary track on the film’s Blu-Ray 
release that the generation featured in the film 
was one of the few not to have had an active 
role in the nation’s political development. 
Student protesters were common at the time 
of Japan’s colonization of Korea, while the 
youths know as Generation 419 were what 
led to the overthrowing of LEE Sung-man’s 
regime in 1960. By comparison, 14 years into 
PARK Chung-hee’s administration, youths in 
1975 had played no part in politics and were 
compelled to internalize their angst or act out 

with no clear intention.
Following the student protesters of the 
1980s (the 684 Generation), and the 
democratisation and IMF crisis of the 90s, 
today’s Korean youth is similarly removed 
from the political sphere, aware of what 
has come before them but inactive. Though 
1975’s Seoul bears almost no physical 
resemblance to today’s bustling metropolis, 
the atmosphere captured by HA’s film is eerily 
recognizable today.
Now considered one of Korea’s most important 
films, The March of Fools went through a 
rigorous censorship process, both in pre- and 
post-production, to get into theaters. However, 
once there it played for 49 days and attracted 
174,000 viewers, becoming 1975’s second most 
successful film, behind Yeong-ja’s Heydays. 
Last year, along with KIM Ki-young’s The 
Housemaid (1960) and YU Hyun-mok’s An 
Aimless Bullet (1961), it tied for first place on 
KOFA’s list of Top 100 Korean Films.
A brash and energetic film tinged with sadness 
and dotted with poetry, 40 years on, The 
March of Fools remains a poignant milestone 
of Korean cinema. The product of an artist 
struggling to find a voice for himself or giving 
one to a disenfranchised generation, the film 
may not reflect the complete scope of HA’s 
social and artistic intentions, indeed none of 
his works survived unscathed, but it broke 
through against the odds and lives on today. 
Hopefully, KOFA’s recent Blu-Ray release will 
give a wider audience the chance to discover 
this gem of classic Korean cinema. 
by Pierce Conran

40 Years on, ha Gil-jong’s landmark 
the march of Fools has lost none of 

its Urgency
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ONLINE scREEning

The autumn of 2011 saw the launch of 
the KoBiz Online Screening Service that 
allows people to easily watch Korean 
films from anywhere in the world. The 
advanced service saved its users the effort 
of obtaining screeners or taking trips to 
theaters, under the slogan “Korean Films 
Are Only a Click Away!”. This year 
marks its fourth anniversary. 
About 900 film buyers, film 
festival programmers and foreign 
correspondents from around the world have 
signed up for the service. Approximately 
550 Korean films have been offered to them. 
Recently, a big makeover was given to the 
growing KoBiz Online Screening service, 
where its changes were unveiled in January 
2015. 

streamlined Design 

While the old website came across as rather 
dark and heavy, the new look appeals to 
users with a harmony of warm orange and 
vivid blue. In addition, the disappearance 
of redundant menus has simplified the 
screen to let users see contents at a glance. 
For user convenience, links to related films 
were added to screening pages to spare users 

users and film providers. Last but not 
least, the newly developed KoBiz Online 
Screening Mobile Application works like a 
dream, further enhancing user convenience. 

expanded Contents  

The renewed service will 
introduce overseas viewers to 

more features and shorts by 
new Korean directors presented at 

domestic and international film festivals. 
This way, programmers from overseas film 
festivals will be able to watch Korean films 
by new Korean directors more conveniently 
without receiving screeners. Moreover, 
KoBiz Online Screening Special Events will 
be held regularly and Online Screening 
newsletters will be sent out to make the 
service friendlier for international users. 
The Korean Film Council will actively 
collect users’ opinions through this overall 
makeover. The Korean film promotion 
organization will spare no efforts in listening 
to users’ opinions and complaints, and 
proactively address such issues for a steady 
improvement of the KoBiz website.  

the trouble of moving to other pages and 
searching for them. 

ease of Use 

In the past, a user had to put in a request 
for a screening to receive approval from 
the service provider. But the new website is 
planning to offer a differentiated screening 
service that makes films available without 
such approval, based on the characteristics 
of the films. Equally important, a short 
text message service was newly created to 
facilitate communications between overseas 

KoBiz online Screening
reborn with streamlined design, ease of use 

and expanded contents!

by PARK shin-young

(international promotion Department, KoFiC)

screening.
koreanfilm.or.kr
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MOvIE pOp

You might think of a penthouse as a place where 
you can drink a glass of wine and enjoy the night 
view, but in Korea that’s not the case. A rooftop 
room in Korea is directly exposed to hot and cold 
weather. Sometimes, it is regarded as an illegal 
structure, so it is bound to be demolished. It is a 
cheap place where poor citizens often live, and it 
embraces a unique atmosphere. Therefore, it is 
often used as an unusual space in Korean films.
It has been quite a while since this structure first 
appeared in a Korean film. The first film to show 
a rooftop room might be An Aimless Bullet 
(1961). In this film, one of the outstanding works 
in Korean film history, there is a rooftop in a 
corner of Seoul where traces of the Korean War 
still remain. A woman living in a rooftop home 
goes to a university during the day and works 
as a waitress at a dark underground bar at night. 
The reason that she lives in a rooftop room, 47 
steps above the ground, is her one humble desire 
to look down at the world as a poor woman. 
However, the harsh reality always pulls her down 
to the bottom.
Rooftops have always been a shelter for poor 
citizens. Punch (2011) is a recent film that also 
features a rooftop. Wan-deuk (YOO Ah-in) and 
his teacher Dong-ju (KIM Yun-seok) each live in 
a rooftop home. They speak out loud on top of 
each building to communicate with each other. 

They sometimes hold a party in the small space 
on the roof right in front of their homes. In Penny 
Pinchers (2011), Ji-woong (SONG Joong-ki) has 
nowhere to go, so he builds a tent at the corner 
of the rooftop of Hong-sil’s (HAN Ye-seul) place. 
The two young people on the edge gradually 
fall in love with each other in their own way. In 
Red Carpet, the rooftop home of an erotic film 
director Jeong-woo (YOON Kye-sang) is exactly 
the opposite of the penthouse of the top class 
actress Eun-su (GO Joon-hee). Film director 
In-mo (PARK Hae-il) is kicked out of a rooftop 
room because he has no money in Boomerang 
Family (2013).
The images overwhelmingly associated with 
rooftop rooms are isolation, alienation and 
loneliness. In HONG Sangsoo’s debut film The 
Day a Pig Fell into a Well (1996), the rooftop 
room is a workshop and a hideout of the novelist 
Hyo-seop (KIM Eui-sung). Spy Ryu-hwan (KIM 
Soo-hyun) also lives in a rooftop room in Secretly 
Greatly (2013). He is disguised as a mentally 
disabled man, but he is always ready to use the 
pistol hidden in a corner of the room. To him, 
the room is the perfect place to hide himself. 
The psychometric caster Jun (KIM Beom) in 
The Gifted Hands(2013) has no other choice but 
to live in an isolated rooftop room because he 
can read the past of anyone by simply touching 

them. Documentary film Summer Days in 
Bloom (2012) is about two deserted HIV carriers 
living in a rooftop room, where they start a new 
relationship.
The film that shows the rooftop in the most 
romantic light might be Marriage is a Crazy 
Thing (2002). Yeon-hee (UHM Jeong-hwa) has a 
boring marital life. She meets up with Jun-yeong 
(KARM Woo-sung), who she has known since 
before getting married, simply for intercourse. 
They make love in the rooftop room of Jun-
yeong. However, from the beginning they were 
destined to break up at some point. Somehow 
they break up, but Yeon-hee leaves home and 
comes back to Jun-yeong’s place with a big 
suitcase in her hand on a snowy day. 
Finally, the rooftop appears as a space full of 
hope in Way Back Home (2013). An ordinary 
housewife SONG Jeong-yeon (JEON Do-
yeon) ends up in jail in the opposite side of the 
earth from her home for two years because of a 
momentary mistake. She eventually comes back 
to her home country and lives in a rooftop room 
with her family. She has little money, but she is 
happy enough just for the fact that she is back 
home. On a snowy day, she takes a photo with 
her family, with a happy smile on her face. 
by Kim Hyung-seok(film critic)

the rooftop home in Korean Films

Punch Penny Pinchers
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